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" Stand firm , Liberty Boys!" cried Dick, waving his sword with one hand and firing a pistol with
the other; ·" sUow the British what brave patriot soldiers can do!" The Liberty
·
Boys fired a volley at the approaching British soldiers.
"Dick
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.NEW CllY ,14. Y.

It was indeed . the famous young patriot scout and
spy, Dick Slaier.
..,,,.
. Usually he gave a :fictitious name when traveling, but
he was in a region where he believed his name had never
A BACKWOODS WEDDING.
· been heard, and so did not hesitate to give his own name.
"What is the chance for me to stay overnight, sir?" . Dick was the captain of a. company of youths who were
"Stranger, ye're welcome ter stay."
known as "The Liberty Boys
'76," and they had done
"Very good; I thank you."
wonderful work in the north during the four yei:.rs that
"Thet's all right; down heer in South Ca'liny we don.' they had been in the ·patriot army. And now they had
nevQJ· let nobuddy sleep out uv doors er go hungry, ef com~ down South to help General Gates, who was trywe kin he'p et."
ing to defeat General Cornwallis, whose army was en"l know you Southern people are hospitable."
camped at Camden.
' ~: "Thet's ther word fur et, young fellow; we're hosDick's horse, Major, .was a magnificent thoroughbred,'
-:>! perterble."
of Arabian stock, and he was so speedy that Dick was
,1,
It was nearly sundown on a beautiful evening in Aug- enabled to travel much faster than the rest of the Librr ust, of the year 1780.
erty Boys. The youth was eager to find General Gates'
· ;~ " A handsome, bronzed young man of perhaps twenty army and give the general a letter' that had been sent
1 :ior twenty-one years of age had stopped in front of a by the commander-in-chief, so he had ridden as rapidly
' J llrmhouse in Central South Carolina. He was mounted as possible, and was quite a long distance ahead of the
company of Liberty Boys.
n a magnificent coal-black hors().
• A man had come out to the front yard fence as the
As he did not know just where to look for the patriot
d~: 'traveler reined up his horse, and the above conversation army, Dick had decided that he would stop overnight at
1
this farmhouse and then continue the search on the fol' • had ensued.
The map. was a typical farmer or the vicinity and time. lowing day.
He was rough and shaggy looking, but good-natured ap"Come right along with me," said the farmer; "ther
pearing, nevertheless, and was evidently an honest, hard- stable is aromi' behind ther house."
working man. He was clad in blue homespun.
Dick followed the man, leading the horse, and they
"How far is it to Camden?" the young traveler asked, were soon at the stable.
as he leaped down from his horse.
Dick led the horse into a stall, a rtl ur 'd illed and unj
saddled
him, while the man gave him some feed.
. . '"Bout ten miles, stranger."
"'l! .. jt· ! ·.n
"What is your name, sir?" Dick asked.
' · ' · <l·so far as that ?"
"Sim Hardy."
"Yas; what mought yer name be, stranger?"
"Have yon lived her e long?"
"Dick Slater."
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"'Bout forty years."
"You must have been here most all your life, then."
"Thet's right."
As they left the stable and started toward the house
the man said, with a grin:
"Ye didn't know nothin' erbout ct, of course, but ye
got beer jest in time fur somethin'."
"What?" asked Dick.
"Ther weddin'."
The youth started, and looked at the man inquiringly.
"You say there is to be a wedding here?" he inquired.
"Yes, ter-nigbt."
"Who is to be married?"
' l\fy gal, Sally, an' er young feller by ther name uv
Bi)! Scroggins.". ,
"Then I ought not to slay," sajd Dick. "l will be in
the way."
"Not ertall, lvlr. •Slater; we'll be glad ter have ye beer,
an' thar's ter be er big feast arter ther sairimony, an'
then arter thet there'll be some dancin'. Ye'll like et."
"True," agreed Dick.; "I "Will enjoy the feast and also
the dancing.'>
·
"Thet's whuf'I thort."
They were soon at the house, and entered at the rear,
by vay of tho kitc;hen.
,
A woman of thirty-five years was at work in the kitchen,
and also a girl of perhaps eighteen years. The girl was
rouad-faeed and freckled, and while she was not pretty,
was good-natured looking.
The man intrpduced Dick to them, and the youth acknowledged the introductions by shaking hands, the
woman and the girl both extending their hands and
giving him a hearty greeting. The woman was introdueed as "Molly," and the girl as "Sally."
"So that is the bride-to-be,'' thought Dick; "well, she
looks as though she 'Were a good girl and a good worker."
They went on in and sat down in the sitting-room.
Mr. Hardy asked Dick a great many questions, all of
which the youth answered as frankly as possible. Of
couri:te he did not tell the man what his business was
until after he had made cautious inquiries and had learned
that Mr. Hardy was patriotically inclined. Then he told
him, in confidence, that he was looking for General Gates
and the patriot army, and asked if ho had heard of any
strong force being seen anywhere in that part of the
country.
"No," wa the reply; "I hain't hecrd uv no army bein' seen in these parts."
"I understand that the British army is at Camden."
"Yas, I've heerd thet myself."
"Yqu have never been there and seen the army?"
"No; I don' go thar very often."
The two talked perhaps half an hour, and then a boy
of about fifteen or sixteen years entere,d the room.
"Thet's my boy, Bob,'' said Mr. Hardy; 'lthis is Dick
Slater, Bob.'' ,
"I'm glad ter know ) e," said the boy.

AND GE:N'ERAL

GA'l'l!J~

"The same to you," replied Dick, as lhc two shoo~
hands.
Presently supper was announced, and all took' ;T('al::; , h
the big table in the kitchen.
"Now, Mr._ Slater, ye're welcome ter eat all ye want,asl
said the host; "but I'd advise ycr not ter cat so rnne:
thet ye won't be able ter do justice ter ther feast we'!, 'O
ter have in erbout three boms from now."
·
"All right," replied Dick. "I won't eat so much afli
to make it ·impossible for me to do justice to the feast."
He was blessed with a good appetite, however, and'r
as the food before him, while plain, was well-cooked a •cc
palatable, he ate a very good meal.
:·o
As soon as supper was over the woman and the '
cleared up the table and washed and dried the dit
after which they went to rooms upstairs-the loghou .• ·
being a story and a half high-and proceeded to dress foh '
the wedding.
y ,
By the time they had dressed and come back downstair:
the company began to arriv!l.
p
All th~ , fam~lies in the neighborhood-six in number;·
we.re on hand, and all the members of each and evef)
family were there.
si
Thore were children; of all sizes, f~·om babes in arirn
'I
to buxom maiden~ of sixteen to twenty, and stalwartr
youths of the same ages.
All were intent on having an enjoyable time, and lh<ll.J
talking was continuous and general.
Dick came in for considerable attention on the part o(a
all.
h
He was a stranger, and. this of itself was sufficient to
make him an object of interest; and on top of that he
was handsome and manly looking, and there was an air:i
about him that impressed all. The youth were ;well l
pleased with him, and the maidens seemed to like his
looks also.
Bill Scroggins put in an appearance almost the last
one, and he was a bashful looking fellow, though seem-:
ingly sensible and good-natured.
It was necessary that he should be good-nah1red, for ti>
other youths began to joke him at once.
1
"Hello, Bill," said one.
"Er Jeetle late, hain't ye?" from another.
"Thort mebbe ye hed backed out."
"I wuz berginnin' tor think thet mcbby I'd hev 1·
take yer place myse'f," thi~ from a really ugly, frock •
faced, pug-nosed youth, who was something of a wag.
"Sally aller~ did like me, ennyway, an' I berlceve she'd
a-be'n jest erbout ez well satersfied."
The other youths, and the maidens as well, laughed
heartily at this; and Bill Scroggins was sensible enough
tu laugh with the rest. Sally laughed, too, but it was
plain that she did not enjoy it as thoroughly as some of
the rest did.
"Thet's er good joke on ye, Bill," said another youtl1.
"Thet's right," from another: "ye hed better stick
right beer, er Jim mought git Sally erway from ye yit."

•
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"I'm goin' ter stay right heer," was the reply, amid
he laughter of all.
"Say, hain't it erbout time thcr preacher wuz comin'?"
sked one of the women, addres~ing Mr. Hardy.
"Yas," was the reply; "I guess he'll be erlong purty
•OOn. "

Just then there came a knock on the door, and Mr.
Hardy went and opened it.
L "Ther preecher hez come!" were the words that went
lfrom mouth to mouth.
•n A thin, smooth-faced man, dressed in 'blaek, entered the
room and bowed right and left, and said :
·".'Good-evening, brethern and sisters. I'm pleased to
"''you this evening. "
·1·All returned the greeting, and then the preacher took
1is seat and gazed about him at those present in a beneolent manner.

Reverend Harper seemed to be acquainted with all those
resent save Dick, and :M:r. Hardy introduced him to .the
1 ·outh.
"I am glad to make your acquaintance, young ma'll,"
aid the preacher, shaking the youth's hand.
"And l am glad to make your acquaintance,'' was •the
eply.
-

enjoyed the feast. It was not often that he was fortunate
enough to pariicipate in a wedding feast, and he made the
most of the opportunity.
All ate heartily, and there was a lot more of lively
talk and laughter. The bride and groom sat near the
head of the table, at the preacher's right hand, and they
came in for a lot of good-natured badinage on the part
of the rest. Eren the preacher joked them a bit; but the
two managed to take everything good-naturedly and even
get back at the others with some jokes.
It was a lively, jolly, informal affair, and Dick enJ~yed it hugely.
Just as they finished eating an old darky put in an appearance, with an old fiddle in a bag. He was told to
.go into the kitchen and eat his supper, and he did so, after
placing the bag and his old slouch hut in one corner out
of the way.

He was hal:f an hour, at least, eating his . supper, and

then he declared that he was so fu 11 he "didn't know
whedder he c'u'd play de fiddle or not. ~'
The young folks were eager to get to dancing, however,
and Jim .Tones told the old darky to get his fiddle out.
" We mus' hcv some music right erway," he declared;
we're ready ter dance, an' we don't wanter be kep' waitin'."
Dick was feeling pretty well acquainted with everybody
rrhe conversation went on for half an hour · or so, and
now, and he asked one of the girls to dance with him.
i'then the preacher got ready to perform the cerem01;y.
Bill and Sally stepped out to the middle of the room, She 'll'US very willing to do so, for Dick wa a much handntl the preacher took hi~ place in front of them, and then somer youth than her beau, who was only a shade or
1e performed the ceremony, amid perfect silence on the two better looking than homely Jim Jones.
Dave Bender was his name, and he was of rather a
art of the spectators.
jealous
temperament, so when some of tlie youths began
As soon as the preacher had pronounced the rwo man
anJ wife there wa~ a rush from all si<leB, antl tho yonth's to joke him ~lyly and tell him to look out that young
anJ was wrung until it achcJ, while th~ woman and fellow tlicln·t get his sweetheart away from him he begirls
kissed the bride. Congratulations were showered came savage.
1
upon both.
"Don' ye fellers worry erbout me," he said. "I kin
take
kecr of myself au' look out thet nobu&ly don' git
"I sh'd think yc'd feel er whole lot better now, Bill,"
"'.\Iary
erway frum me, too."
said one of the youths, with a grin.· "Jim kain't git
Fearing that they might get Dave worked up to the
Sally erway frum ye."
·; n '' Thet's right; I do feel better," replied Bill, with an fighting pitch and cause him to make trouble with the
young stranger, the other youths ceased to joke him.
·Jswering grin.
Bender watched Dick and ::\Iary )[ar.tin closely, howI'
ever, and Dick noticed this and quickly understood matters.
CHAPTER II.
"I'll have to be careful or I'll have a fight on my hands,"
he said to himself.
.A COUNTRY DANCE.
He was careful in his treatment of his partner in the
dance. He was determined to get through the evening
An hour was spent in talking and laughing, and then in an enjoyable manner, if possible.
::\Ir:;. Hardy, who had been in the kitchen, announced
\Yhen the dance was ended he led his partner to a
that the feast was ready.
seat and thanked her for the pleasure he had had in
All repaired to the kitchen. A table reaching the length dancing with her. She smiled and told him that she was
of the room, nearly, was there, and it was loaded down glad he had enjoyed himself; and then Bender wa~ at
with good things to eat.
her side, and she went on to the floor with him to da:i;icr
I By sitting rather close together all were enabled to the next set.
take seats at the table. The preacher was given the post
"Ye'll ~indcr hev ter lookout/ fer Dave," said Jim
of honor at the head of the table.
Jones, who happened to be standi g by Dick's side. "He·,
There were plenty of good thipgs, and Dick, especiall'y"-',.__k_i_
n_
d e_r~j_
ea_l_
ou_s_-l_i_
ke_1_
1v_e_
ve~!')'.
...._b_
u_
d """'r_an
_'_I_
th_i_
n_
k_h_e_'_
s _s""p_es_-_
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shully jealous of ye, becos yer er stranger. ·He's purty
bad when he gits his mad up."
"I noticed that he looked a bit displeased," said Dick;
"I'll not ask his girl to dance with me again, as I wish
to enjoy myself, and have no desire to get into trouble."
"Thet'll be er good plan, I think."
"He need not be at all alarmed, however,'' went on
Dick. "I have a sweetheart of my own away up North,
and no girl could turn me away from her."
"I'll tell Dave thet when I git er chanst, an I guess ez
how et'll make him feel better."
When the set was ended and Dave had escorted h.is
partner to a seat Jim Jones called him aside and told him
that the young stranger had told him that he had a
sweetheart up North. Dave's face cleared at once, and
it was plain that he was greatly relieved.
Re was more friendly to Dick after that, and affairs
went on pleasantly.
The other youths did not seem to be at all jealoushearted, and so Dick had no trouble •at all in finding
plenty of girls to dance with.
'
The dancing went on to the music of · the old negro's
:fiddle until nearly midnight, and by this time some of
the young folks were getting hungry again.
Tl~ey went into the kitchen and, ·as the remains of
the food on the table had been left standing, they ate some
more, while talking and laughing and enjoying themselves.
'
Dick ate with the rest, and when they went back into
the sitting-room the old negro asked to be permitted to
go out and eat again.
' ' I 'se been workin' pow'ful bawd, playin' de fiddle," he
said; "an' Ah doan' see how I'se ter play enny moah 'nless
I gits sumpin ter eat."

' had never heard anything like it befor;e, and they
They
enjoyed the music immensely.
When Dick had finished all clapped their hands and
urged him to play some i;nore, He obeyed, and played a
rollicking Southern plantation air with such liveliness
that the old negro came to the doorway, and, chewing away
at some baked chicken, listened with his eyes rolling in
enjoyment.
"Say, dat's de bes' I evah heerd in all mah boan days!"
he cried, when Dick had fini shed. "Uf I c'u'd play like
dat I'd shoah not do ennyfing but play all de · time."
"You'd stop long ernuff ter eat, wouldn't ye, Joe?"
grinned Jim Jones.
"Yes, I guess ez how't I mought do dat."
"An' ter sleep," from another.
"Yes, I'd hab ter sleep some, ob course; but I'd take
cat naps mos' ob de time."
All laughed at thjs, and Joe went back to get some more
baked chicken.
'·' Get out on the floor," said Dick. "There is no use
o:Jl wastfag the music. You might as well be dancing
to it."
. Jfl'I'het's so," agreed Bill Scroggins, and the floor was
soon occtipied by the dancers.
Dick skuck up a lively air, and the dancing began.
Tl1e music was so much better than \vhat the negro ·had
been furnishing that all enjoyed dancing much more than
had been the case, and when the set was finished all
thanked Dick for his kindness in playing.
"Joe has filled himself up with chicken now," said
Jim Jones; "so let him play, an' ye git er gal an' come
an' dance ther next set."
·
Di!'.!k was willing. His supper had settled sufficiently,
so that he felt like dancing, and he soon secured a partner and was on the floor with the rest.
·

''But we. want you to play," said Jim Jones, winking
at some of the youths slyly; "you have had ernuff ter eat,
"Goodness sakes erlibe, seems as ef I hadn't oughter
Joe."
try fer ter play arter hearing dat young gemman play,"
said the darky, with such a comical expression on his
"No, I hain't had ernuff ter eat, neether."
face that all had"to laugh.
"Go on and eat," said Dick; "I'll play in your place."
"T'ank you, mjissa," said the darky; "I'se much er"Go on, Joe," said one; "when we git ter dancin' we
bleeged ter ye."
won't' hear ye, an' then it'll be all right."
So the negro started to play, and the dancing begun.
Then he hastened into the kitchen and proceeded to
All was jollity for at least two hours, and then the
help himself to the food on the ta.ble.
dancing ceased. It was time to get home.
"Oh, can you play, Mr. Slater?" asked Jennie Sutter,
The old folks and the small children had gone home
who was Jim Jones' sweetheart.
hours before, of course.
"yes, a little, Miss Jennie," was the reply; "get your
All shook hands with the bride and groom and wished
partners, all, and I will furnish the music for you to them good luck and happiness; and then they shook hands
dance by."
with Dick and bade him good-by. They had not known
He went over to the corner and took up the fiddle and him long, but they had taken quite a fancy to him.
bow, and then drew the bow across the strings.
The old darky begged the privilege of shaking hands
Iflstantly there was complete silence in the room, and with Dick before going away.
Dick went ahead and played a sweet air with such ex"Mebbe it'll help meter play de fiddle bettah," he said.
pression that they were charmed. Instead of getting out
Dick laughed.
on to the floor to dance. to the music· they sat and looked
"I hardly think so, Joe," he said; "but if it would have
where they were, entra~ced by the wonderful playing of any effect I w·ould give you a good handshake."
the youth.
\
,
' "Et won' do no harm, ~massa, emiyhow," was the rt!ply.
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So Dick sho9k hands with the old darky and he went
away happy.
Ii was now nearly three o'clock, but the members of the
Hardy family and Dick lay down and got some sleep before daylight.
"Next morning they did not feel much like eating breakfast. Two big suppers in one night were not conducive
to hunger next morning.
"W aal, how did ye enj'y yerself las' night?" asked :Mr.
Hardy of Dick.
"First rate, sir," was the reply.
"I'm glad uv thet. Air ye goin' ter Camden this
mornin' ?"
"No, I don't think I will go there. I must iind the
patriot army under General Gates first."
"Ah, yes; thet's so."
Dick and Mr. Hardy went out to the stable, and the
youth bridled and saddled bis horse and Jed the animal
out of the stable.
"I may come · back here this evening, sir," he · said.
• "All right, Mr. Sfater," wa the cordial reply: "Make
this yer home as long as ye like."
"I will do so. You see, I must first flnd tl;le patriot.
army, and it ma.y be within a few miles of here, and it
may be three or four days' m:uch away."
· "Thet's so."
"And ii it should come this way while I am gone tell
the commander I will be back, and that I have a message
for him from General Wa~hington, will you?"
" 'artainly, Captain Slater."
"And my company of Liberty Boys will likely pass
this way some time this afternoon. Please tell them to
stop here and wait till I come."
"All right; I 'll dn et."
"Thank you.'~
Then Dick mounted and rode away.
I

(

CHAP'I'ER III.
A BRUSH WITH THE BRITISH.

Dick rode eastward several miles.
Whenever he came to the top of a hill he paused and
took a survey of the surrounding country.
He knew that if the patriot army was anywhere in the
vicinity he 'Would be enabled to see it.
He rode hither and thither until noon, and still had
pot seen any signs of the army.
He stopped at a farmhouse apd ate dinner.
He inquired if any soldiers had been seen. in the vicinity
recently, and was told that a small force of redcoats had
been seen that forenoon.
"How many were· there in the party?" asked Dick.
"About twenty, I should say."
"Which way did they go?"

5

"They went north from here."
This was the direction Dick was going, but he had
no fears of encountering the enemy, for it had been three
hours, at least, since the redcoats had passed.
He rode northward and kept a sharp lookout as he
went.
Presently he saw smoke ahead of him.
"I wonder if the timber is afire?" he - asked himself.
He urged his horse forward at a gallop, and presently,
on rounding a bend in the road he came in sight of a log
cabin which was on fire.
In front of the cabin were a number Of British soldiers,
and Dick ·!tt once jumped to the co_nclusion that they
had robbed the house and set it on fire.
The redcoats were looking at the burning cabin, so did
not notice Dick, and he turned his horse ancl ror1e back
around the bend nut of sight.
Here he brought his hor;;e to a stop anu leaped to the
•
ground.
H e lecl his horse into the timber flfty yarc1~ or so ancl
tied him to a tree.
T.hen he hastened in the dir.ection of the burning cabi n.
,Ue succeeded in getting clo~e enough to sec what "·as
going on without any trouble at all.
A man, a wonian and two children, a boy and a girl,
seemingly about ten and twelve years old, respectively',
stood near the soldiers. The boy and girl were crying, and
the woman wa al ' O in tears. There was a sober and
angry look on the man's face, but of course he was helpless, and so had to stand there and watch his home bmn
down.
The soldiers stood there laughing and talking. They
seemed to be well satisfied with their work.
"The man' must be a patriot," thought Dick.
Occasionally some of the soldiers addressed remarks to
the man, but Dick could not hear what was said.
How he wished that he could do something to bring
about the discomfiture of the redcoats!
He was there alone, however; only one against twenty.
He could not expect to do anything.
"Oh, if the Liberty Boys were only here," he thought.
But the Liberty Boys were not there.
Suddenly Dick heard the rattle of firearms.
Three or four of the redcoats fell to the ground, dead
and 'Wounded.
The shots sounded from the timber at the farther side of
the house, from where Dick was concealed.
He judged by the sound that about eight or ten shots
had been fired.
He could not think who the persons could be that had
done the shooting, but he was determined to help the good
work along if possible. So he drew his pistols and fired
two shots, at the same time calling out, in a loud, ringing voice:
"Give it to them, boys! We have them surrcunded, and
they cannot escape."
This was too much for the t oopers, and they broke nnd
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fled to where their horses were ;;tanding, tied to the Boys, and he was greatly delighted to make the acquaintfence.
ance of Dick Slater, their captain .
.Jfr. Hudson, the owner of the cabin, thanked Dick and
'!'hey untieu the halter straps and leaped into the sadCiles
the neighboring youths for their timely aicl', wl1ich had
:1110 rode up the road at a gallop.
They were ~oon out of sight, and Dick at once left saved his home from being burned . His goods and prothe shelter of the timber and mclde his way to the point visions that hacl been taken out of the house were saved
whe~c the little fami ly stood looking at the burning to him as well, for the. redcoats had not tried to carr.1·
them away, in their haste to make their escape.
cabin.
All went and examined the three redcoats that 1\'ere
"\t the same time eight youths of about Dick's age
lying
on the ground where they had fallen when fired upon
emerged from among the trees at the farther side of the
by
the
Horne Guards. One was wounded, the other t 1ro
open space in which stood the cabin, and approached.
being
dead.
'l'hey were c1ad i11 the homespun blue such as was worn
The wounded man was carried into the cabin, ancl Die:k
by the country people of that region in tho 9~days.
'T'hc cabin was blazing at a lively rate, but there was dressed his injury. It wa painful and would keep him
a e:rcck near by, and Dick felt sure that the fire could indoors a wee}< or two, but was not really seriou ...
Then the youths buried the two' dead troopers.
be extingt1ished.
"Well, we did pretty well, I think, don't you Cap"Let's get to work, all of us!" he cried. "Let's put the
tain
Slater ?n the leacler of the y_ouths, " ;Jright young
fireout!"
·
fellow
by the name of '.'l'orn :Jforgan; aslrnd.
''There's buckets, ~n] they're in t.h e l1onse,'' said the
·'Yes;
yon did well," replied Dick.
nrnn.
Dick clashed into the house without a word and quickly , r Then.--.T om asked Dick what he was going to do.
"I am going to get my hor~P and go in $efl rch of tlw
returned, bTinging two bucket .
patri9~ .. army," was the reply.
'T'hen the work of extinguishing the fire was begun.
"lllay we go along with you?"
It was a hard fight, for they had only the. two buckets,
·'Yes,·i£ you like."
and it was ditficult work getting ahead of the fill-mes, but
"All right,'' with a plea~cd look; '' ancl maybe we will
thi · was accompli~hed at last, and by tearing off 'some
run across another party of redcoat:;-or tlw ~ame one
of the clapuoards they succeeded in p1ltting the fire
that was here a little while ago."
out.
"True; I am going to go north 11 way$, and thtn ea,t'l'he cabin looked as though it was ruined. lt was ward."
smokr begrimed and blackened, and one could hardly beDick went to where he had left his horse, an<l was soon
lirvc, to look at it, that it would be habitable. Still, back ai the cabin.
·
it was not much injured, so for as the interior was co11 -1
h
h
tl
·
·
T e yout s at once scattered to cro to ic11· 1iomc;: anu.J
cerne d .
.
.
. "'
'l'l
1· ii ie cab'm 1· oo k·et·l · ·a ti
'
tJ
get horses. '!'hey asked Dick to ride ~lowly, ~o that they
ie owner o
llll'll e ie 1ion~e, anc1 ien
. .
.
·
could JOlll 1i1m.
'a id , with a grin :
He said ihat he would do so; and then he mounted, badl'
"El's like a singed eat, better nor it 'look~."
good-by . to :Jfr. and ~I.rs. Hudson and rode away.
"That's so, \Ir. Hudson," said one of the youths. "It's I Ile rod e slowly, and fifteen minutes later the youth..:
fit to lil'e in, even yet."
.,
began putting in an appearance. By the time they hail
"Y
as, so et is."
.
.
,
gone a mile all were with him.
Di ck proceed cl t~ make the acquamtance of the youths,
'rorn :\!organ and Dick rode :::ide b~, ~ide, and the rnullt
1mcl he leamecl that they were young men of the neigh- ; a,.;kcd a number of questions about the war, all of wl1id1
borhood, the $OJB of pahiots, and that they had organized : Dick 311811·ered, explaining matters.
a little party of Home Guarcls to protect the homes of the ! " I'd like to be a oldier," :::aid Tom. prescnth'.
patriots, the redcoats having been doing considerable in the 1
' Would you?"
way of pillaging.
"Yes. I would likci• to fighl for the independence of
The youth: had seen the smoke and had got together and the people of America."
hasi.cnrd to the scene, arriving there just in time, as has
" I think you are doing -yonr part in getting np thif'
been seen'.
Home Guard :rnd protecting the homes o the patriot,.
W)1en Di ck learned that the youths were patriots he told 'T'om."
them who he was, and why he was there. Then he asked
"Yes, bnt if the patriot army comes. and there if: a
if they Imel seen anything of a large patriot force.
battle, and the British go away. there will be no need
The youths said that they had not; but they expressed of a home guard, and then I will have nothing to do."
themselves as being delighted when they lrarncd that a
"True; well, in that case, if you want to at t:hat time.
patriot army ·1ras coming down there to makr an attack you may join my company of Lib(.'.rty Boys. I neecl a
on the British at Camden\.
few rccrnits. ~·
One of the youths said ~'{lat he had heard of the Liberty
"Thank nm, Captain Slater."
•
I
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"Call me Dick."

"All right, Dick."
"Say, I want io join the Liberty Boys, too," said another of the youths.
I

"And so do I," from lltill another.
All said the same, and so Dick told them that if there
was a battle between the patriot and British armies and
the British went away, so there would be no need of a
Home Guard, they might join )1is company.
This pleased the youths greatly:
They kopt a sharp lookout for the patriot army, and
also for the force of British troopers that had ridden
northward, but did not see anything of either.
At last they turned back, for Dick knew he rnm;t do
so, if he were to get back to the Hardy home by nightfall.
The youths stopped when the vicinity of their homo:< ·1rns
reached, and they told Dick Lhat they would watch for
1he coming of the patriot army.
"All right; I shall bo glad to have you <lo so," the
youth replied.
Then he rode rapidly on\\"ard in the directiOn ' o:f the
Hardy home.
He arrived there just al sundown, and was delighted fo
find bis company of Liberty Boys encamped neat the house.

CHAPTER IV.
A

DARlN"G ESCAPE.

"Yer Liberty Boys are hcor, Captain Slater," said Mr.
Hardy, as Dick rode up.
"So I see, sir," replied Dick; ·'and I am glad of it."
Then he went and joined the youths.
-They greeted him enthusiastically.
"Did you see anything of the patriot army, Diok ?"
asked Bob Estabrook, who was second in command of the
Liberty Boy~. They had been raised together, ~o to speak,
both having lived on adjoining farms all their lives, up
in Westchester county, X ew York.
"No; I didn't see any signs of the patrliot army,
Bob."
"I wonder what has delayed it?"
"I don't know."
"It ought to have been here by t-M's time."
" Yes, so I should judge."
"I don't sec what can have kept it from getting here."
"Nrither do I; it may be that bad roads, which would
make marching slow and difficult, n1ay account for it."
"That is possible."
Mr. Hardy came to the encampment and told Dick that
supper was ready.
"I guess that I will stay here and take camp fare with
the boys," replied Dick.
"No, you won't do anything of the kind," said Mark
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Morrison; "because we can't all go into the house and
cat good fare is no reason that you shouldn't. So go
right along."
"Yes, go on, Di'ck/ from Bob.
So Dick went to the house and at~ supper, although
it was under protest, as it were.
After supper he went back to the encampment and had
a talk with the youths.
It was decided that the Liberty Boys should scatter over
the surrounding ccuntry on the morrow, and keep a sharp
lookout for the ex1-ected patriot army.
Dick got to thinking that it would be a · good plan if
he could enter Camden and size up the British army
there, and after giving the matter considerable thought
ho made up his mind that ho would make the attempt to
do t,his.
He 11 ent lo )fr. Hardy's house and entered.
"J want io go down into Camden this morning," he
said; "have .} ou an}" pro,·isions that you could sell to the
British? If ::;o your ;;on and myself could load them
into a wagon and go down into Camden, and while disposing of the ,provisions I could use my eyes and size up
the situution, and learn how strong the ene:tny is."
", Ycs, thar is er lot uv st uff in ther way of meat an'
perlai.en; an· thing::; like thet thet ye could take down
thar an' sell," was the reply.
"Good! Then n·e 11·ill do lhat very thing in the morning."
Bob Hardy was sitting there, and when he learned that
he wa;; lo go down to Camden with Dick Slater 'he was\
delighted.
He could scarcely slceµ at all that night, he was so cxcited.
He was up bright and early next morning and had the
hor:;es harnessed before breakfast was ready.
Wheu Dick appeared to take breakfast with the Hardys
the boy told him that the horses were ready to hitch to
the wagon.
"All right," smiled Dick. "Then we will be able to get
an early start."
After breakfa st wa~ owr they went out and loaded the
meat, potatoes and other articles into the wagon; and
then the horses were hitched to the wagon and the Liberty Boys and his friend were ready to start.
The Liberty Boys, acting under Dick's orders, had already mounted and takC'n their departure, scattering over
the country to look for the patriot army.
General Gates and the patriot force should have been
there ere this, but as Dick had said the evening before,
in talking to Bob, the chances were that bad roads had retarded the progress of the army .
Dick and Bob Hardy got into the wagon and drove away
toward Camden.
Dick had borrowed some old clothing of Mr. Hardy,
who was about his size, and he looked like a farmer boy_
of the period.
He did not think that th'e would .be much danger
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that he would be recognized by any Briti:;h soldier, for
\Yhen they had made the rounds and seen everything
he had done most of his work in the North, and was not there was to be ::;cen they went back, untied their horses,
known to the soldiers of the South.
and climb\ld into the wagon.
The two were two hours and a half in reaching CamThere were a lot of soldiers standing around, and one
den; and when they came to the· edge of the place they of these suddenly caught sight of Dick's face, and gave
were halted by a sentinel.
utterance to an e.xclamation.
"Who are you?" he asked.
"Dick Slater, the rebel spy, as I live!"
"Farmer boys," replied Dick.
1'hc other soldiers stared at the speaker and then at
"What have .you got in the wagon?"
Dick in wondering amazement. They did not s.eem to
know what to think.
''Provisions .to sell to your soldiers."
"Oh, that's it, eh?"
The soldier in question was one who had recently come
"Yes."
down there from the North as a messenger from General
"What kind of provisions?"
Clinton to General Cornwallis, and he had seen Dick on
"Meat, potatoes and things like that."
one or two occasions and now recognized him.
"All right; go on into town."
Dick realized instantly that he was in great danger.
"Thank you."
If captured he would in all probability be shot or
The youths drove on and were soon in the town.
hanged as a patriot spy.
On all sides were the white tents of the soldiers, and
Seizing the lines, he whipped up the horses, al)d they
many of them were quartered in the residences of the went dashing up the street.
people of the town.
1'he soldiers scattered, the majority of them thin\<ing
The wagon was soon surrot\nded by a great crowd of the horses were running a:way. Not many had heard
British troops, all eager to buy provisions.
what the soldier had said.
·
"What have you to sell?" asked one.
Now, however, he set up a great cry:
Dick told him.
"Stop him!" he yelled. "Don't let him get away ! He
"Give me some meat and potatoes."
is Dick Slater, the rebel spy!"
The youth did so, and when he had named a price the
·others took up the cry now, and soon the air was
money was handed over to him.
filled with shouts.
The two were kept busy handing the provisions out to
Then an attempt was made to close in upon the team
the soldiers and receiving the money for them, but it did and wagon, but the horses were strong and vigorous, and
not tal<'e long to fini sh their work, and then the two were running at the top of their speed, and those of the
re:;ted and looked about them.
soldiers who had courage ...to try to stop the animals were
.• I',
on for their pains.
"You must have a big army," said Dick, to one of the knocked dawn and t:rampl_~
1
"Stop him! Stop th6.".$py !" was the cry.
soldien;.
"Yes, pretty big," was the reply.
"Stop, or we will shoot you down !" from others.
"About how many men have you?" the youth asked.
Dick r€.alized that the redcoats would fire upon them
He was a good actor, and he looked so innocent and un- soon, unless they succeeded in getting the horses stopped,
concerned while asking this important question that the · and so he told Bob to lie down in the wagon bed, and foasoldier did not suspect that the questioner was asking for! boy obeyed. Dick watched the redcoats closely, and presany reason other than mere curiosity.
ently he saw some of them leveling muskets.
So he told how many men there were in the army, and
He -dropped at full length in the wagon bed, then, and
Dick made a mental note of it.
scarcely had he . done so before there came the crack,
"Say, let's go out and look around some," said the crack of the weapons.
boy, and Dick was willing. He said to the soldier he had
Several bullets whistled over the .top of the wagon bed,
. just been talking to:
.
and one or two spatted against it, but luckily neither of
"I suppose there can be no objections to our ta.king a the two hit.
,
look around?"'
The horses were running wild now, as it was impossible
"Oh, certainly not," was the reply.
1 for Dick to guide them.
·
The boyF leaped out of the wagon, tied their horses to! The soldiers yelled excitedly, and this only frightened
a post, and walked slowly around, looking at the place I the animals the more, and they continued on their mad
with interest.
i career.
In Bob Hardy's case it was genuine interest. It was the
"Shoot the horses!" some one yelled; but thi.s had been
first army he had ever seen and the first encampment he I thought of too late. The horses had reached the edge of
had ever visited, and it could not but interest him.
I the town and were striking into the country, and were
Dick's interest was of another kind. That is to say, · out of range.
he was more interested in the arrangement of the camp,
A number of shots were fired, but none of them reached
and its defenses, etc. The sight of a big encampment was the mark aimed at
no novelty to him.
. \
·
Dick ra~sed his head and looked back.
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He could hardly believe it possible that they had succeeJed in getting out of the encampment, but such was
the case.
He saw a number of troopers mounting their horses
in hot haste, however, and knew that the danger was not
yet over, by any means.
"They are coming in pursuit of us," he said; "well, I
must not let them caR,ture me, come what may."
He turned to his companion.
"Bob," he said, "I am going to jump out of the wagon
and take to the timber for safety; you bring the horses
down to an ordinary gait and keep them going that way."
"All right, Dick; but won't the redcoats capture me?"
"No; "tell them that you are a farmer boy, and that you
didn't know who I was; that I got into the wagon a mile
from town as you were coming in, and I don't think that
they will bother you."
"All right ; Fil do it."
Bob brought the team down to a trot, and then Dick
leaped out and entered the timber: saying as he did so:
"I'll' be at your house before noon."
The boy nodded and then watched the approaching
troopers. '
They were quickly up with him, and ordered him . to
stop.
He did so, and being only a boy and unused to such
cxpPriences he was greatly frightened.
"D-don,t s-shoot !" he faltered, as the troops leveled
their muskets at him.
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CHAPTW-V.
TWO BOLD FORAGERS.

"I hain't done ennythin' !" Bob shouted.
"You are our prisoner ! " the leader of the redcoats said,
with great sternness.
"What d'ye wanter make me a prisoner fur?" the boy
asked.
"Because you ue a friend and confederate of that rebel
spy, Dick Slater."
"No, I hain't."
"You are; you brought him into the encampment on
purpose so he could spy on us."
"No, I didn'. I never saw him· until I was pretty near
to town, this mornin', an' he come out of ther timber an'
wanted ter go ter town with me. I did~'t think ennythin'
erbout et, an' so I let him go with me, an' he said he
would help me sell ther provisions, an' so I let him. Thet's
all I know er bout him."
The leader of the redcoats, a captain, looked at the
youth searchingly.
"Is that so?" he asked, doubtfully.
"Yas."
"Where do you live?"
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"'.Bout ten miles frum here."
"What is your name?"
"Bob Hardy."
"And you are not a rebel?"
"No, sir."
"What is your father, a rebel or a loyalist?"
"I dunno."
The captain pondered a few moments, looked at the boy
searchingly and thoughtfully, and then said:
"I guess you are telling the truth; you may go."
"Thank ye, sir," said the boy, delightedly.
He drove onward and the troopers turned back.
Meanwhile Dick was being pursued by scores of redcoats
on foot.
They pursued him as rapidly as possible, but in the timber they were no match for him. .
He could outrun them under any circumstances, and
he was such an expert at woodcraft that they did not
have any chance when it came to a race through the
woods.
He bore toward the north and kept on going as rapidly
as possible, for he thought it might be that he could get
back to the road and be there when Bob came along with
the wagon. He knew the redcoats would catch up with
the boy and delay him.
H~ struck the road at a point a mile and a half from
where the redcoats had stopped the boy, and had to wait
nearly ten minutes befox;e Bob put in an appearance. ·
When Dick stepped out into the road the boy was surprised, but delighted as well, and when Dick had climbed
in and seated himself the boy asked :
"How did ye manage ier git heer erhead uv me?"
"By running, Bob."
"Hain't ye tired?"
"Not very."
"Ye must be er mighty good runner."
"I am.''
Then Dick asked the boy what the redcoats had said,
and he told the youth.
"I didn't think they would bother you,'' said Dick.
They arrived at Bob's home about eleven o'clock, and
Bob had a wonderful story to tell his folks when they
were eating dinner.
The folks were greatly interested, and listened eagerl~,
to the boy's story.
Bill Scroggins and Sally were there, but they were going tu their cwn home on the morrow.
After dinner Dick mounted his horse and rode away
toward the north and east.
He didn't suppose that he could do anything more than
was being done in the way of finding the expected patriot army, but he wished to be moving. He could not
content himself to sit down and r;main quiet.
He rode hither and thitlter, and about the middle of
the afternoon he came to tlJ'e home of the Hudsons.
He stopped here and wae, gi:ven a hearty welcome.
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" Have you seen any of the Liberty Boys to-day?" asked
Dick.
"Yas, theer wuz some uv them he0r this afternoon."
"The.y had not seen anything of the patriot army?"
"No."
The youth talked awhile longer ancl then rode onward.
He was ha:iled "·hen passing a house a mpe or so farth'::r
on, ancl when he looked in the direction from which the
voice sounded he saw Tom l\Iorgan, the leader of the
Home Guards.
"How are yoi.1, Captain Slater?" the youth greeted.
"How are 'you, Tom?" was the reply .
"I am all right; are you still watching for the coming
of the patric11; an~y ?"
"Yes."
"It certainly will be along before long."
"1 hope so."
They talked awhile longer, and then Dick rode onward.
An hour later he met Bob and ,some more of the -Liberty Boys. 'I'hey had giYen up their search for the day
and were on their way back to the Hardy home.
"There is no need that we shall go clear back to the
·Hardy's," said Dick; "we will go into camp near the
. home of Tom Morgan."

They stole across the c1earing and were soon at the
house.
They peered in through the window and saw the family
sitting at the table eating supper.
"Say, thot supper if afther lookin' good, I dunno!"
whispered Patsy.
"Yah, dot is cier vact," from Carl.
There ·was a brief silence, and theri Patsy said :
''Say, Dootchy, Oi have a skame."
"Vat is der sgamc, Batsy ?"
"It is dhis: We wull go out by dhe stable an' fire off
our pistols, an' whirr dhe man comes runnin' out to ;,ee
phwat dhe throublc is, we wull run into dhe house an'
grab iverythin' in ·soight, ap' git erway ag'in; phwat d'yez
say?"
"I don"d vos know abouid dot, Batsy," was the reply;
"I t'ink icl vould pc petter Yor us to hellup oursellufs to
some uf der shickens or dooks_, und go avay midout any
of dose disturbances maging, eh?"
".'.\Iebby yez are roi,ght; but Oi'd loike to ghet at thim
fings on dhe thable in dh€re."
"Uncl so vould mincselluf, but I fink id peiter to nod
<lake so mooch riskiness."
,
"All roight; kirn along an' we wull ece phwat we kin
foind in dhe chickenhouse.n

It did not take them long to get back there, and then
they went into camp.
This was on the main road leading to U1e Hardy home,
and on into Camden, so the Liberty Boys would all pass
there in returning to the Hardy home.
They kept coming in groups of six or ten, and were
presently
on hand . Of course they paused and went
into camp along with the rest of their comrades.
When they had made the encampment snug and had
settled down two parties were sent out to secure food. ·

They stole away, and quickly came upon a log building
r-,tanding only a few yards from the house.
This was evidently th_c smokehouse, where meat wa,
kept, and the iwo bold foragers decided to g.et a couple
of hams while they were at it.
•
They opened the door and 'entered, and began feeling
around.
v
They quickly found the hams, which were tied to the
rafters, and helped themselves io a couple.
Then they wen t out and began looking for the chicken-

all

. A number of smaller detachments, consisting of from house.
It did not take them long to find it, and they opened
two io four Liberty Boys, went out also, to sec- what they
could secure to eat.
' the door and entered, first depositing their hams on the
ground beside the.door.
One of those little parties consisted of a Dutch youth
.
.
.
·
d
Poles had l:.een laid across from side to side of the
. - tl
by tlle name of Carl Goo kensp1e
1er an an 1ns11 you l
.
· chicken-house for the chickens to roost on, and
n am ed P at sy B ranmgan.
. in feeling
· camp and on tl1e around Carl accidentally knocked one of the poles down.
These · t wo usua11y kep t t oge th er m
. f t
There were at least half a dozen chickens on the pole,
march , everyWl1ere, 1n
ac .
·
and as it went down, droppi.ng them to the floor, they
They
moved through the timber .slowly, talking
in low se t up t"\ grea t squaw1ong,
·
· hten ed ch.ic I<ens w1·11 .
.
.
as f ng
voices, and. at last they came out m. a clearrng of about
T o tlle you th s, wh o were rig
· ht m
· tlle m1'd st. of th e upnow,
but
the
youth8
tl
ki
ded
d
ton acres rn extent. It was dark
. .
.
roar, 1e squaw ng soun
1ou er th an ti1e roar of·
knew that there was someone hvmg~ there, for otherwise cannon.
I
there would not have been any clearing. Over toward the
"Lifs be afther gittin' out av dhi,," cried Patsy; "dh0
farther side o:£ the clearing they saw a light. which showed
~
farmer'll be out here wi<l his roifle in a minnet, an' he'll
where the ho~se was.
fill us oop wid bullets, begorra !"
"Come alooig, Dutchy," half whispered Patsy; "shure
"Come mit me," cried Carl; "ve vill git mud uf here mit
an' we'll soan have our hands on some chickens, <looks, mooch quickness."
torkeys, or soonethin' like thot."
Th"Y ran toward the door, and in doing so ran together
"So "ve vill~ Batsy," was ,the re_ply; "you vill mit me I and fell down, Carl falling on one of the chickens and
go, und ve v1ll some uf de\ sh1ckens haf, und dot is killing it instantly.
so. "
I "Ouch!" cried Patsy .

.
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"Ow-w-W·\I l" from Carl; "I haf mi_neselluf hurt, und
dot is so!"
"Oh, ye're not afthe'i· bein' nurted, Dootchy," was the
reply; "oop wid yez, an' run fur yer loife."
"Don'd I know vhen I haf been hurt, Batsy Prannigan !"
said Carl, angrily, as he slowly rose to his feet.
"Mebby so; but don't sthop · to talk; come along wid
yez !"
"I vos peen goming righd along."
The chickens were still squawking, and the two were
forced to talk loudly to make themselves heard. Now
they started to leave the chicken:house, only to find themselves confronted by the owner, who stood there with a
leveled rifle in· his hands. Just behind him stood a boy of
ten or twelve years, holding a lantern so that the light
fell upon the open doorway,_ in which stood Carl and
Patsy.
"Ha, I hav.e you now, you rascally chicken thieves!"
the farmer cried.

CHAPTER VI.
THE .ARMY APPEARS.

"Shure an' it do be lookin' thot way," said Patsy, a
e:omical look on his face.
"Yah, you haf god us, dot is righd,'' agreed Carl.
"Who are you, anyway?" the farmer asked.
·'Shure an' we are a coople of frien's av your'n, an' we
wur comin' ·to call on yez an' pay our respicts," said Patsy,
with great gravity; "but it sames thot we mistook dhe
house an' go~ in dhe wrong b'ildin'."
"Oh, you liar!" the man exclaimed.
"Dot vos peen der trut' vat Batsy vos speagin','' said
Carl; ",·e vos gomin' to call mit you, und got in der shickrn-house instead uv der hou~e ve!e you lif."
"That will do to tell,'' said the farmer, sternly; "you
are lying, and I know it, for you have been in the smokehouse as well, and have stolen a couple of hams. There
they are on the floor."
'rbe youths looked at the hams and tried to look surprised, but it was a difficult matter for them to do so;
they were not very good actors.
"How did dhe hams be aft'her ghettin' dhere, Carl?"
asked Patsy.
"Id vos mineselluf vat don't could tolded dot,'' was lhc
reply .
"Well, I can tell you ," said l·hc farmer, sternlv; "you
two fellows stole the ha1m: out of the smokehouse, and you
were going to steal some chickens, if I hadn' t come in time
to put a stop to it."
"Vell, der e:hickens haf gotted der pest uf id,'; said Carl,
with a grin; "dey haf scared der life halluf ouid uf me,
und dot is EO."
"Phwat are yez goin' to do wid us?" asked Palsy.
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"I am going to make you prisoners,'' was the reply; "ancl
to-morrow I ·will see what to do •ith you."
"Vill ve haf some suppers?" asked Carl.
"No ; you will have to go hungry."
'I'he Dutch boy gave utterance to a terrible groan.
"I vos peen halluf starved," he said ; "l vill pe deat pefore do-morrow.''
"An' so wull Oi," from Patsy; '· begorra, -Oi haf ro<l e
dbe hull afthernoon "·idout a boile to ate, an· it's hoongr:r
Oi am ·afther bein'."
'"l'ell me who you arc,'' said the farmer; '·and where do
you live?"
"~t1re au· we air sojer byes,'' said Patsy.
"Soldier boys?"
"Yis."
"Y ah. Y c peen solcher pays."
"'What army do you belong to?"
"Phwat arrumy are yez aft her ""mthin' to .foight fur?' '
aeked .Patsy, cantiously.
"Yah, dot is vhat ve·vou.ld lige to k1101r."
"I don't care about fighting for either; but if anything,
I am in favor of the patriot cause."
"We air moighty glad to hear thot,'' said Patsy; "we
are afther bein' patriots oursilves."
"Yah, ve peen der pest batriots vat you haf nefcr seen."
''Where .is the army you belong lo?"
• " ..\.bout a moile frum here, sor."
'" liow big an army is it?"
"It is uot in reality an arrumy, sor; it is a compa11 y
uv horse sojers, sor, known as dhe Liberty Byes.''
- The man started.
''I have heard of the Liberty Boys,' ' he said.
Patsy and Carl felt better. The tone and air of the mair
implied that he was favorably impressed by 1rlwl he ha d
heard regarding the Liberty Boys, aud they dre'r lhemselves up and looked as important as they could.
"Olm a I,iberty Bye," said Patsy, wi tl:i dignity.
"Uncl so vos I peen ein Lipperty Poy," :::aid Carl,
proudly.
"Well, that alters things soµiewhat," said the farmer;
"if yoµ two are patriot soldiers and belong to the Liberty
Boys I am willing to let you go free."
"Und may we dake dcr hamE, sir?" asked Carl.
"Shure, an' yez'll be do in' a moighty good fing av ye
do let us take dhe hams," said Patsy; "dhc byes a re
moighty hoongry, so dhey arc."
"'Yah, dey ,·o:: peen so hoongry as mt I am, und dot 1::;
all vat need pe saided.,.
·The farmer had lowered his gun.
"Come into lhe houst?,'' he invilcn: "we have jusl finished eating supper, but there is i)lent.r of goorl food on (he
lablt?, and you mny have ::ill you ean ent. "
"Ifs mesilf "'bn't do thot same. unless ye prommu;
to lit us take dhe hams to dhe byes in camp,'' said Patsr.
"Oi could not fink of atin' a good supper an· go back lo
me <.:omrades, who are hoongry an' 11·idout much lo ate'. .,
"lJn<l dot is c1cr same vay tjlit mineselluf," said Carl.
I

/
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''I'll tell Jou what I will do," said the farmer; "you
two come in and eat your uppers, and then I will give you
the hams and a couple of chickens, as well, to take to camp
with you."
"Thot's dhe talk!" from Patsy, delightedly.
"Yah, dot is so !" from Carl.
'rhey were delighted, and accompanied Mr. S\}nds- such
was the farmer's name-into the house, where they were
given seats at the table.
Mrs. Sands put a couple of clean plates on the table,
and the two went to w~rk with a will. They were hungry,
and ate heartily.
The boy, Ben Sands, watched the two with inoi:Errest.
'rhey were the first soldiers he had ever seen, and he could
hardly make up his mind that they were soldiers, because
of the fact that they did not have uniforms on. His idea
was that soldiers must al ways wear uniforms.
When they had finished eating the youths thanked Mr.
Sands for their supper, and said that they must be getting
back to camp.
"How far is it, did you say ?'l asked the boy.
"Abhout a moile," replied Patsy.
"May I go with you? 1 want to see a real soldiers'
camp."
"Av coorse," was the reply.
In order to have some excuse, other than mere curiosity,
the boy carried a ham. Patsy and Carl each canied a han.i
and two chickens.
•
"Shure, an' dhc byes wull be deloighted whin dhey see
Ut! comin' !" said Patsy.
"Yah, dot is so, '' from Carl.
They bade Mr. Sands and his wife good-by and took
their departure.
Half an hour later they arrived at the ·encampment.
They were given the most joyous reception imaginable.
The Liberty Boys who had remai'ned in the camp were
glad to see such au addition to the commissary department.
" Where did you get the hums and chickens, boys?"
asked Dick.
"At dhe home av dhi:; bye here," said Patsy, indicating Ben Sands.
"What is your name?" asked Dick, patting the boy on
· the :;houlder.
Ben told him.
"Well, Ben, when you go back home tell your father
that the Liberty Boys are much obliged to him for the
hams and chickens."
"I'll tell him, sir." Then the boy looked at Dick earnestly, and said:
"Are you Captain Diel{ Slater."
Dick nodded assent.
"Yes, my boy, that is my name," he said.
"I've heard father tell about you. He says you are
the most famous spy in the patriot army."
Dick smiled.
'' I have done some work ii1 that line," he acknowledged.;

"though there are others who have done jus~ as good work,
I feel sure."
The boy talked to the youths, who answered his questions with good-natured promptitude, while at work frying ham and cooking the chickens. They consiJered that,
as the son of the man who had given them the food, the
boy was entitled to some consideration.
_Ben remained in the camp an hour ' or more, and then
went back home.
"Well, what do you think of the Liberty Boys?" asked
Mr. Sands . .
"I like them, father," was the reply.
"Do you?"
"Yes. They are nice young fellows."
"They are certainly brave," was the reply. "They han!
done wonderful work .for the cause of independence during the past three or four yearn."
. Tom Morgan and two or three of the . Home GuarJ
youths Yi;:ited the Liberty Boys' encampment that evening, getting there soon after Ben Sands had gone.
Dick gave them a cordial greeting, as did all the youths,
as soon as they learned who and ·what the stranger,; were.
"We have come to say again that we want to join your
company of Liberty Boys after the battle between the patriot and British armies," said Tom Morgan; "and if you
will let us, we want to be with you in the battle."
''I am willing," said Dick.
This pleased the youths immensely, and 'rom said they
would be on hand when the time came.
"When do you think General Gates' army will get
here?" he asked.
·
"I look for it to appear at any hour," was the reply.,
"\Veil, I hope it will come soon."
''So do I."
The Home Guard youths took their departure presently,
and the J_;iberty Boys lay down and went to sleep, guard:;
having been placed out. .
Next morning the Liberty Boys were up bright and
early.
They had enough food left to do them for breakfast,
and they ate this and then bridled and saddled their horses
and rode away.
They divided up into small parties, and scattering in
several directions, went to keep watch for 1.he coming of
the patriot army under General Gates.
Dick and Bob and half a' dozen of the youths remained
1.ogether and rode northward and then eastward'.
About the middle of the forenoon they paused on a hill
and took a look around.
At first they saw no signs of the patriot army.
They remained there half an hour, however, ha Ying
dismounted the while, and then, as they were 1pounting,
Bob gave utterance to an exclamation. He had been the
first in the saddle, and had looked toward tile east, after
which he gave vent to an exclamation.
"l sec it! General Gates and the patriot army are
coming!"
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All were excited and leaped into their sadddles and I "I don't know regarding that, sir; all I know is that I
have always done my best to obey orders and to make a
looked in the direction indicated by Bob.
Sure enough, far away, just coming into view up the success of whatever I undertook."
"Humph!"
road from the east, was the head of what was surely a
column of marching_ soldiers.
There was a sneer in the exclamation, and again Dick
"It is the patriot army, sure enough!" cried Dick.
flushed slightly.
"Yes; there can be no doubt regarding that," said
He had heard that General Gates was a rather g1;uff,
~lark Morrison.
,
self-important man, but had never met him before. m~ ·
"The battle with the British at Camden is not far away made up his mind that the truth had doubtless been to1d
now !" said Bob, his eyes shining .delightedly.
about the general.
"I dislike the idea of having fo work under such a man,"
"Shall we go and meet them?" asked Sam Sanderson.
he told himself; but he made up his mind to do his full
"Yes," replied Dick; "come along, all!"
The youths urged their horses down the hill at a gal- duty, just a:; thought he liked the commander. ·
lop.
At this moment another officer came riding up. He
was a man oI gigantic size, and Dick wondered who he
could be. He listened eagerly, and heard General Gates
address the newcomer as Baron de Kalb.
CHAPTER VII.
Then Dick knew who the officer was. He had hca~·d of
Baron de Kalb, 1and knew him, by reputation, to be one ·
THE LIBERTY BOYS ARE HAPPY.
of the bravest and best of patriot officers.
General Gates explained to the newcomer who Dick and
"Aru you General Gates?"
his comrades were, and told about receiving the mc::;:;agc
"I am."
from the commander-in-chief.
"I am Dick Slater, captain of the Liberty Boys, and I
"Ti-er.e is nothing of impor~ance in the message," he
have recenlly arrived in this vicinity from the North. I said; "General Washington simply said for me to do
have a me~:;age here from the commander-in-chief."
what I wao already intending to do, so we will go ·~ight
" Very well, Captain !::\later; let me have the message." ahead."
The Liberty Boys had met the patriot army, and Dick
He told Dick to Tide be:;ide him, as he wished to ask
had been directed to where General Gates and his staff some questiou::;, antl Dick said :
had halted, near a farmLouse, to get some water.
"Very well, i;ir."
Dick had ridden up to the general and the above conBaron de Kalb shook the youth's hand· when informed
Yersation had ensued.
who the youth was.
The Liberty Boy drew the letter from his pocket and
"I am very glad to make your acquaintance," he said.
handed it to General Gates, who took it and opened it and
"And l am very glad to make your acquaintance, sir,"
WilS the.reply.
read it.
"Humph!" he muttered, when he had finished. Then
"I uelieve you have been in this vicinity a sho!t time,
~ he thrust the letter into his coal pocket and looked .at OapLain Slater," said General Gates.
"Yes, sir."
Dick with some curiosity.
"So you are Captain Dick Slater," he said.
"How far south and west have you been?"
"Yes, sir; and General Washington sent me down here
"I have been in Camden, sir."
Both of the otlicers uttered exclamations of astonishwilh my Liberty Boys to help you fight Cornwallis and his
ment.
army ."
"I don't lhink you will be able to help me very much,"
"You have been in the British encampment, you say?"
was the reply, in almost a sneering voice; "if General from General Gates.
"Yes, sir."
Washington wished lo send me help, why did he not send
me someone else bqsides a pack of boy:;?"
"Did you learn the strength of the enemy?"
"Approximately, yes."
Dick colored underneath the coating of tan.
He recognized the sneer, and while his feelings were
"How many men have the Brilii;h ?"
hurt, he was angered a:; well. Still, he did not dare
Dick told him.
f'how his feelings lo a superior officer, so he simply :>aid,
"Thal is more than I thought they had," said Baron
as calmly as possible:
de Kalb.
"Perhapi:: we may be of some assistance, i::ir. General
"Yes, they are stronger than I though1," agreed General
Washington must have thought so, or else he w~uld not Gates; "but Lord Rawdon is not much of a general, and
I think we can beat him without much trouble."
have sent us."
"I understand that the commander-in-chief has made
"Lord Rawdou is not m command there, sir," said
a favorite of you, and no doubt it ha~ spoiled you sol'l.1e- Dick.
"He is not?" in surprise.
what," curtly.
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"No, sir."
"Who is?"
"General Cornwallis."
··Is that the case, sure enough?" asked the general.
"1 cs, sir."
"You saw him?"
.. X o; but the soldiers told me that lie was in command
1licrc."

Morgan, who happened to enter the encampment at that
moment, asked what all the excitement was about.
"The patriot army is coming, Tom," said Dick.
The youth's face lighted up.
''ls that so?" he exclaimed; •· 1 am glad."
''Yes; and that is what is making the boys so happy.
They were just saying that they were happy enough tu
dance."

··That puts a different face on the matter, General
said Baron de Kalb.
"So it does," soberly. It was evident that General Gates
had high respect for the generabhip of Cornwallis.
Then he aokod a number of questions about the country
in the vicinity of Camden, and about the character of
ihc roads leading to the tow~. Dick answered all the
question,; promptly, and in such a manner as to give the
best possible information.
At noon a stop was made to cat Jinner and let the
~oldicrs rest.
They were 'll·eak, many o.f them, from lack of food . The
road travcm~d by the army in corning had led through
a sparsdy settled Tcgion, and it was hard to secure enough
provisions to keep the men in mar :hing trim.
·when the hour was up the march was resumed. '
It was ·low work, but this could not be avoided.
Dick calculated the length of time it 'rould take the
patriot army to reach Cam<len, and found that at the
rate it was traveling it \\"OulCJ be Uirec days in reaching
the Hardy home, ten miles fron;i Camden.

Tom started, and looked thoughtful for a few momenb.
·•Say, why can't the,.Y dance, then!'" he asked.
"'l'hey haren 't an}·Lody to dance with, save thern:;e]w,.
and there \\"Ouldn't be any fun in that..,
"I urn get a crowd of young people together in i\1·,1
hourn/' sai<l Tom; •· and we can have a dance . .,
"Hurrah!,. cried Bob E8tabrook; "do that, Turn, and
we will all lo\'c you like a brother all the day:; oI your
life!'' and he seized Tom around lhc wai,;t and \l"L'JJ(
1r:i ltzing aronnd, till they both tripped over Patsy":; leg'
and fell on top of Carl Gookenspicler, almost smashing
the life out of hirn. Xeedless to say, Bob, who delighted to
hare Ju11 with Carl, did this on purpose.
"01r-w-w-11·-11· ! Oo-00-00-00-oh !" grunted Carl; a11d .
then, as the two rolled off him and he got his breath he
gasped oui.:
"I v.i.s-pecn--ein-deat rnan,-und dot is so! ''
'"G'wan 1rid Y('t, Uooky~piller," said Patsy Brannigan;
"it would be aJther takin' more than thot to ki 11 ycz _: yer.
arc too tough, altogether!'

l;atc~,"

He decided to go back and keep watch of the British
as best he could, and see to it that the small parties who
came out into the country did not do a great deal of damage to the patriot homes.
He told General Gates wh<\t he thought of dqing, and
the General saiJ for him to go along.
He <;air] it in such a manner as led Dick · to believe
that he' did not think that the Liberty Boys could do
wry' much.
''That is all right, General Gales," said the youth to
himself; •·we may get a chance to show you what we can
rlo on a field of battle within a few days' time, and then
perhaps you may change your opinion regarding us."
He saluted, as did the other l;iberty Boys, and then
they rode forward at a gallop. 'l'hey encountered some
more o.f the Liberty Boys a couple of miles away, and told
them the glad newli, that the patriot army was coming.
"Hurrah!" cried several
They ,i,ent bac:k to the vicinity of the Hudcion home and
went int.o camp for the night.
All the youths felt happy, on account of the fact that
the patriot army wa~ approaching the vicinity.
lt moont that there would be a battle in a comparatiYcly
sllQ.rt time.
''I fool happy c.n ough to <lance," said Bob Estabrook .
"And oo do I!"
"-And I!"
Suc.b were the exclama ions from the youths, and Tom

"Oh, but l haf peen all vlattened ouid !" groaned Carl,
feeling of himHelf, gingerly.
The Lib<.'rty Boys laughed heartily. The look on the
fat Dutch youth's face was eYen more funny than hi~
words.
"Oh, you are not hurt, Dutchy," said :Jiark :.\Iorrison.
''Say, if Carl was to be really flattened out he would
.
do to use for a tent-cloth," said Bob Estabrook.
;•Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Patsy Brannigan; ' ' thot',; r,_o'
Thot's dhe thruth, so it is; if iver dhc thruth tould ! A
tint-cloth yez would be, Cookyspiller-ha, ha, ha!"'
' ·Vere is der donkey vat is laughing such muchnes:; ~''
said Carl, looking around, as though to see if a donkey
were near. "Oh, id is you, is id, Batsy Praningan (" he
added, looking at that worthy. "I vos t'inkin' dot id rn~
ein !lonkey vat vos laughin', und it vos you; oh-haw, haw,
haw!" and he pointed his finger at the Irish youth.
' 'Don't yez dare to call rnesi°lf a donkey, Cookyspillrr !"
cried Patsy belligerently: .. av yei do, Oi"ll be afthcr
knockin' cl.he two oye;; av ycz into wan; ~o Oi wull !"
He started toward tLe Dutch youth, wLo doubled up
his fists and ::;cemed ready to tight; I.Jut Bob Estabrook
pushed Patsy I.Jack, and said:
"Sit down and keep still, Patti}. We are going to hav~
a danc·c to-night, and you and Carl mustn't spoil our fun
by .fighting."
"All roight, Bob; Oi'll :;hake hands wid him an' c:all
iL ~en, a1· he wull," and he extended hi:; hand, which Carl
gra:;ped and thook heartily.
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"I haf peen villing to gall it evenness mit der two both
11£ us," he said. ·
"Shall I start out and get the young folks to cornr,
Dick?" asked Tom Morgan.
"Ye8; go along, Tom; but where will we dance?"
"·In Mr. Hudson's house. He has plenty of room."
'l'hen Tom hastened away.
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"Get in there and get to playing, Jeffers," said Tom;
"the boys are eager to get to dancing."
"All right, Tom," was the reply, and the youth then
turned to Dick, and said :
"There are so many of you ·Liberty Boys that it will
not be worth while trying to introduce you to the girls;
I'll explain the matter to ihem, and you can come in, about
sixteen at a time, and dance a set, and then come out again
1 ri pf1 ~ 1
1
V
~
and let another lot come in."
"All right," said Diek; "that will simplify matters."
·~1 .) •
CHAPTER VIII.
So the dancing began. .Four sets were going at thr
same time io the music of the old fiddle, and the young
~
THE YOUTHS ENJOY TllEiVISELVES.
folks lrnd a lirely time of it.
r •
The y011ths of the Yicinih were good-natured, generous;i'he Liberty Boys were delighted by the prospect of get- hearted fcllo1rs. ancl i.he\" stood hack ancl let the Liberty
f;ng to indulge in dancing that night.
Boys do the dnncing until all .had danced a set, and then·
-~i'hey were young and full of life, and naturally liked they danced n. ~ct.
to enjoy themselves.
This was kept up stcndily, and all enjoyed thcmselre::
'l'hey were camped· within a quarter of a mile of Mr. hugely.
Hudson's house, and so -would be right there when it came
Perhaps the most fun '1·as had when Pnts)· and Carl
time for t~e fun to begin.
were on the floor. The former could dance pretty well,
"\Ve will all enjoy ourselves dancing, with the excep- but arl 1ras nry a11 brnrd. He 1rns about a;: broad as he
tion of Patsy and Carl," said Bob, mischievously. "They I was lo~1g. ancl hio appearance was i::ufficient of itself to
can't dance, so will have to sit and watch the rest of llS." cause laughter.
"Shure 11n' Oi kin dance loike iverythin'," said Patsy,
"Slrnre an· vcz rnn't dance innv more dhan n cow," saicl
quickly; "whin it comes to thot, Oi don' stand back f~u no- Patsy, in supr~mo contempt. as C~rl stumbled in, swinging
his partner, _ancl nearly frll.
buddy."
"Und dot is der same vay by minesellufs," said Carl;
'"lJnd you gunnod Lance any more as mt a 1uucl gan
"I have tanced all mine life, und dot i,; t>O . "
tanre.'' wa~ .C,trl",; retort, and this caused a roar of laughter.
"Shure an' Oi guiss Jez have danced whin yer fadthcr
Pat~~· color('(! up, and said, angrily :
er mither wur afther yez wid a switch," grinned Patsy.
"G'wan wid yez ! Oi am a good dancer, an' it's mesilf"ll
"Dot is nod so; mine fader und mutter haf nefer peen 1 bate elite hrn oyes av yez into wan, whin we go ont av
after me mit ein switch."
dures !"
"Thin dhey must have' took dhe horsewhip to yez," with
•·I pet me my life you don'd rnR clo inn.vfing a\' dhe
~ grin.
ki.nd," was the rcpl~'.
1 : ":N'ein; dot is nod der trut'."
"Jhust yez wait an' yez'll ~re," was the threat.
"Oh, Carl and Patsy must ha-ve their fun the samr ai::
"All righd; I vill vait."
-.'' J rest of us," sai.d Dick.
But when they went out of doors after t.he set was ended,
"Thot's right,'; nodded Patsy; "av Oi don't be aft her , they did not fight, as might ha Ye been expected; instead,
1vin' it, thin it's mesilf would mutiny, Oi dunno."
· they shook hands and declared that they had had a fine
"Und so vould I some mutinies mage," from Carl.
time.
'l'he other youths laughed.
Their quarrels invariably ended in this manner.
An hour later they went to the _house and found about
The danci.ng went on steadily for at least three hours,
i dozen y.ouths and maidens already there.
and then it stopped half an hour to let the girls rest; they
"Theer be a lot more heer ~fore long," said a youth ]1ad be<>n dancing all the time, nnd were tired.
whom Dick recognized as being a member of the Home I Of course, even though they were having a jolly time,
Uuards.
Dick and his comrades clicl not neglect to take precaution~
"That is good," said Dick.
against being surprised, in ca'e a pnrty of redcoats ~houlcl
,Of course the youths could not all gEt into the house, happen to be in the vicinity; guards were stationed.
but as it was a warm night in August it was really more
After they had rested a1vhilr the <lancing was resumed,
comfortable out of doors. It was the intention of the Lib- · 11nd it was kept up until after midnight. Then Dick and
erty Boys to stay out in the yard, and only those who were : the Liberty Boys bade the young folks good-night, after
dancing were to be in the house at any one time.
Ithanking them for an enjoyable evening, and.went to their
The young folks kept coming, and soon about twenty encf)mpment and lay down and 11·ent to sleep.
1
girls and as many youths were there. Tom Morgan put I They were up bright and early, and after they had breakin an appearance, and with him came an old fellow with a fasted · they mounted their hprses and started out to look
.fidolP im<lA'r his arm.
for banns o.f i:Pd.c>l\at» who ny'i,e-ht. he o.ut forae-inQ:.
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The Liberty. Boys divid ed in lo two parlies, the better j ~rnd been joined by another and larger one, so that now
to get around lively, and to enable them to cover more ter- 1t numbered at' least .se
. venty men.
ritory.
.
The Liberty Boys were brave, but they were not reckless,
Shortly after noon the party Dick commanded caught 1 and so, at the \~ord from D.ick, they brought ~heir horses
sight of a party of Briti sh troopers.
to a stop as qULckly as possible, and turned aside and enThe British saw the Liberty Boys at almost the same tered the timber.
moment, and as they were a smaller party than the patriot
As they disappeared from sig~t the British came riding
army, they started to run away.
up the road at the top of 't4ell' speed. They had the
"After them!" cried Dick; "we will kill or capture some stronger force now, it1l.d .~ere very brave.
They made a nistak~, h6wever.
of them, or know the 'reason why!"
The Liberty Boys gave utterance to cheers, and urged
They should not have been so bold when they were pitted
against the Liberty Boys.
their -horses forward at a gallop.
The redcoats were about half a mile away, but they heard
Without dismounting the youths fired a volley from
the cheers plainly.
their muskets and dropped five or six of the redcoats to _the
ground.
"Jove, we will have to g€t away from here at a lively
Enraged, the British returned the fire, but the y011t~s
rate, or those rebels will capture us!" said the leader of the
were
sheltered pretty thoroughly by the trees, and not one
party, a lieutenant.
was killed, although two received wounds.
"That's so," from one of the troopers; "likely those are
The wounds were not serious, and the two were enabled
the tTherty Boys, and they are dangerous fellows. "
to retain their seats in the saddle.
"You are right."
. "Dismount!" cried Dick, "and lead your horses back
Dick kept urging the Liberty Boys to make their horses
into the timber a ways."
go faster.
The youths obeyed, and were soon far enough back in
The animals were already doing their best, however; and the timber so that they were in no danger from bullets
so the <'ha se went on as it was for quite awhile.
of the enemy.
The horses of pursued and pursuers seemed to be about
They quickly tied their horses to trees, and then moved
equal in speed.
back toward the road.
Presently it could be seen, however, that the horses of
They approached cautiously, and when they. got close to
the Liberty Boys were gaining a little. The distance be- the road they were surprised to find that the British had
tween the two parties had been lessened slightly.
diasppeared.
" Onward, my brave boys!" cried Dick; "we are gaining
'"I'hey have entered the timber on the other side of the
on them, and will ·soon be able to overhaul them, I am
road," said Dick; "they are going to try to fight us in our
sure."
own fashion."
"Yes, but it will be a long pull yet, Dick," said Bob.
'"I'hat will suit us," said Bob.
"We don't mind that, if we are successful in the end."
"Yes; I think we can beat them at that game."
"That's so."
The youths took up positions behind trees, and then proOnward rode pursued and pursuers.
ceeded to reload their muskets.
"It was beginning to grow exciting.
It did not take long to do this, and then they were rea~~ 
Closer and closer, slowly yet surely, drew the Liberty for the enemy.
Boys to the British troopers.
They kept a sharp lookout, and presently Dick caught
The distance had been lessened to a quarter of a mile
sight of one of the redcoats. He was looking out from
now, and the Liberty Boys began to feel sure of their
behind a tree, and Dick quickly leveled his musket and
game.
fired.
"We are going to get them!" sajd Dick.
A yell of pain went up, proving that the man had been
"It looks that way," agreed Bob.
hit by the bullets from Dick's w.eapon.
The.re was no more cheering or yelling now. The chase
"I guess you got him, Dick," said Bob.
had settled down to a steady grind, which, if maintained
The Liberty Boys were all experts at this kind of fightan hour longer, must bring the Liberty Boys up to the ing, and soon the crack, crack, crack of their muskets was
fugitives.
heard.
The road led for the most part through the timber.
The British returned the fire and succeeded in woundIt wound this way and that, and twisted hither and ing two or three of the youths, but fortunately none of
thithrr like a huge serpent, and even though the British the wounds were of a serious nature.
troopers were now less than quarter of a mile distant,
It did not take the British very long to learn that they
they were out of sight part of the time.
were playing a losing game, and so they drew back into
Suddenly, on rounding one of these b(lnds in the road, the timber a ways to hold a council and decide what should
the Liberty Boys were given a surwise.
be done.
The Rma 11 party of trooper~ that they had been chasing
Dick Slater understood what they were doing, and he
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gave the order for the youths io run up the road a ways
and cross over to the other side.
This was done, and then they hastened around till they
could approach the spot where Dick expected to find the
enemy, from the opposite direction to that in which they
might be expected to come.
The Liberty Boys caught sight of the enemy.
The troopers were standing in scattered groups talking,
and seemed to have no suspicion that the enemy was
near.
Dick and his Liberty Boys moved snently and made a
complete circle around the redcoats.
Then he called out, in a loud, ringing voice:
"Surrender ! We have you surrounded, and if you make
a move to resist or escape we will shoot you down without
mercy." ·

CHAPTER IX.
THE ADVANCE UPON CAMDEN.

Had a clap of thunder came from a clear sky, it would
not have caused more surprise among the redcoats; and it
would not have caused anywhere near the consternation
that Dick's voice caused.
TJ1e leader of the troopers, a captain, looked in the
direction from which Dick's Yoicc sounJed, and seemed undecided what to do.
The men looked also, anc1 ihere was a frightened expression on the faces of ihe majority.
H was evident. that they did not like ihe situation.
"What shall we do?" Dick heard the captain ask bf the
lieutenant, there being the two officers.
"That is for you to say,'' was the reply.
"I dislike to surrender to a smaller force."
"Yes, I dislike the idea myself, but they have us at such
a terrible disadvantage that it seems as though it would be
folly for us to try to resist."
"I judge that you arf right, and it will be best for us
to surrender."
Then he lifted up his voice and called out:
"We surrender ! Don't shoot !"
"That is a sensible decision,'' replied Dick. "Order your
men to throw down their arms."
The captain did so, and the troopers dropped their muskets.
"No~ tell your men to unbuckle their belts and drop
them and the small arms to the ground."
The captain gave this order, also, and it was obeyed at
once.
Then the Liberty Boys advanced and closed in on the
redcoats and made them prisoners by binding their arms
with their own belts.
"This is a sad day for me," said th~ captain of the
British troopers; "I would never have believed that I
would surre,nder to an inferior force."

l'l'

"There is not much difference in the sizes of the forces,''said Dick; "and then we had all the advantage of P.osit ion."
"True; well, it can't be helped now, and there is no need
of lamenting."
•
''You are right."
The prisoners were· conducted back to tlie road, and then
their horses were brought and the troopers were assisted to
mount.
Some of the Liberty Boys guarded the prisoners, while
others brought the horses out of the timber, and then the
youths mounted and rode back in the direction of the Hudson home, the pris~ners riding in their midst.
"Well, we have done pretty well, Dick,'' said Bob Estabrook, he and Dick being in the lead.
"Yes; we have done better than I expected, Bob."
"That's right; I didn't think we would be able to bag
the entire party."
·
·
"Neither did I."
It was nearly evening when they got to the vicinity of
the Hudson home, and they went into camp at once.
They remained there that night, and the next morning
Dick mounted his horse and rode on to see where the patriot army was.
He found it about two miles away, coming along as rapidly as was possible, and he rode along by the side of
General · Gates and talked to him quite ·awhile.
He told about having captured the seventy British troopers the day before, and the general said that thii was a
very good piece of work.
When they reached the point where the Liberty Boys
were encamped the prisoners were turned over to General
Gates, and were forced to march in the midst of the pat 1
army, while tired and sick patriot soldiers rode the h t
belonging to the troopers.
l'i
This arrangement did not suit the prisoners ver
PlJ
but they could not help themselves.
10 ,.1
It was very hard on the troopers to walk, for tLJ we1
not used to it.
·
The Liberty Boys, being free to do so now that the prisoners were off their hands, rode forward at a gallop. They
wished to look out for more foraging parties of redcoats.
They were not successful, however.
Although they put in the whole day and covered a great
deal of territory they did not come upon any parties of
redcoats.
The patriot army made very fair progress that day, and
went into camp in the evening at the home of the Hardys,
which was distant only ten miles from Camden. ·
The patriots did not believe that the British had any
knowledge of their coming, but in thinking thus they were
mistaken.
General Cornwallis had received hints to the effect that
an army was advancing from the northeastward, and he
had scouts and spies out constantly, and these scouts had
I
.
seen the patriot army, and two hours after it went into
camp the news had ieen carried to General Cornwallis.
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011<'(' ca 11 ed a council.
soon a~ tlw officers of tlw Rtafl' haa come to headquartPrs ilw general tolc1 them the news.
"The enemy i~ within ten miles of here,'J he said; "and
now the question i~, what :filall we do about the matter?
8hall ire reniain here and await an attack, or shall we go
out nncl make an attempt at surprising them?''.
"I am in farnr of going out and taking them by .surprise," i::aid one of the officers.
''And so am 1,'' from another.
Tlie others all ~aid the same.
"I lhink myself that it will be be t," said General Cornwallis; "it \l'lll give u ~ a big advantage. and I thi11k it wil1
enable uo; to giYe the. enemy a good thrashing."
This was the opinion of all, and so it was decided that
they would get ready and. marc11 away toward the north
about ten o"clock.

A~

'l'he officers dispersed to give the ordeh to the ret:pective
rrgi ment:;, and General Cornwallis was left alone.
"I hope that we may be able to scatte1· the l'ebel~ to the
four winds,'' he said to himself; "and I am of the opinion
that we will be able to do so."
:Meanwhile in the patriot encampment a counril was in
progreRs.
The patriot officer- were discussing t11e acl.visability of
making a night march and taking the British by smprisr.
lt was at last decided that they would do so.
.. We will start about ten o·clock,' 1 suiµ General Gates.
'fhe l\·ord was sent arounll through the army, and the·
soldiers began making ready fol' the night march.
They didn't like the idea any too well.
They had been marching so long that they were almost
.vorn out, and now to put a ten _mile march on them, after
bey had marched all <lay, with only three or four hours
~st between, was a bit discouraging.
Still, there was one consolation; the marching \\'Ould
ll with this one march-at least il would be the [,Ht one
: awhile, so they thought.
The Libert Boys were well pleased to think that there
was to be a battle soon. This was what they were wishing
for.
Immeuiately after supper Dick mounted his horse and
rode away towal'd the Hudson home.
He did not 8top there, howevel', but rode onward until
he came to the home of rrom Morgan.
It was now just coming dal'k, but Dick saw Tom in the
barnyard milking the cows, and he called to him.
Tom ha8tcnec1 to the fence.
lt 1rns not so dark but what he was able to recognize
Dick.
"Ah, it is you, Dick!" he exclaimed; "I am glad to
see you."
"I have come to tell you that if you want to take part
in the battle you 11·ill have to gM reaay and rorne ri§!ht
along with me, Tom," said Dick.
"When is the battle to be foug~!l' Dick?" eagerly.
"To-night."
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"Soon as that?"
"Yes."
"I am glad of that."
''So am I. We are going to start on the march to Camden at ten o'clock."
"Well, I will be ready to go along with you in a few
minuteF, Dick; just wait till I take this milk to tJw
house. Then I will saddle my horse and go with you . .,
"Very well." .
Dick waited, and when Tom \\'as ready they rode away.
"The folks didn't want me to take part in the battle,"
said Tom.
"Didn't they?" asked Dick.
"X o; they said for me to let the soldiers do the fighting; but I told them that I wanted to have a hand in the
war, and so they finally gave in and consented to let me
come."
"I hope you iron "t regret it, Ton;i."
"I don"t think there is any danger that I will do so."
'rhen he said that two or three of the other boy" who
v;ere members of the Home Gnarcl wanted to go along.
"They. live along this road," Tom said, ·•and we \l'On't
ha Ye to go out of our way to get them."
Stops were made at the homes of the three, and then,
'll'h~n the last one had been picke<;l up the youth;; set
out for the patriot encampment at a gallop.
The~' anivecl there an hour before the time lo start 011
the march .

"It is better to be an hour too early than an hour too
la.te," said Dick, and his four companions agreed with
him.
'rhe Liberty Boy,; were ready .
In fact, all the soldiers were ready, and about a quarter
to ten o·clock the marc:h was begun.
It \Vas slow work, for the night was tolerably dark,
and the road, which led throngh the timber most all 1hr
way, was rough, and was hemmed in Oil all sicleR by hill::;
and then by ;rn·amps, alternating.
Dick and the Liberty Boys had expected. that they would
be permitted lo take the lead, as they were on horsel~ack,
but General Gates refu3ed, and ~ent somr light infantry
undel' Captain Porterfield ahead.
Dick was disappointed, and. Bob and some of the youth~·
were ·angry.
"I don't see why he wouldn't let us go ahead," said
Bob; "we are on horseback, and could get around so much
more lively than can be the case with infantry.''
"That is true," agreed. Dick; "but General Gates is
commanding, and. we must obey orders."
"I know that; but it is hard.''
So they rodr along, not far from the rear, and talked
in anything but a lively strain.
The march was kept up until three o'clock, an<i then,
from away in front came the roar and rattle of musketry.
"Captain Por±erfielcl's light infantry has encountel'ed
the enemy!'' eriecl General Gates; "forward, men, to thr
attack!"
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Both armil'~ hacl failed in their scheme or surpnsmg
each other, and .-;o it was decided that hostilities should
be suspended until morning.
Under fiag::i oJ truce the soldiers from both armies adY:rnccd and carried away their dead ancl wounded.
:-)evcral patriot soldiers had been killed, among lhem
being- Captain Porterfield, and se\·eral more were wounded.
The British had lost about the same number, dead and
wounded.
While the patriot soldiers were looking after their
wounded and b'u rying the deacl General Gates and his officers were holding a council.
"\\'hat shall we do?" asked General Oat.es.
"\Yell," said General Stevens, "it seems to me that the
only thing we can clo now is to fight."
''l think it would be a good plan to retire a few miles
and ta.kc up as strong a poS'ltion <1S possible," said Baron
de Kalb. "This docs not seem to be a very good place for
a battle to br held."

· General Gate~ wm; right.
'l'he advance guard of light in fan tr)· of the British
army had met Captain Porterfield's force of light infantry,
and a lively skirmish was begun at oncL'.
All the patriot soldiers were e'xcited, but perhaps none
were more excited than the Liberty Boys.
They were awa~' back toward the rear and could not
get past the main army quickly, and thi~ can~c<l them a
great deal of worriment an cl disappointment.
"'Oh, there's fighting going on and we arr not in it!"
groaned Bob.
'"Shure m1· thoi's a ,;ham(', ~o it i,; !" from Pa.to.\' Brannigan, who, like Bob, \ras a fight er.
''Yah, clot vos peen cin shamcn,'' saicl Carl Gookenspielcr.
·The others 1J1 er ruled the baron, however. · The majority
'•Oh, you coulJn 't fight if you were there," said Bob. were for stay ing where they were and :fighting it out.
"Yal1, I gould vite lige cferyt'ings," was the reply.
"Whatever the majority say is what I say," said the
"Yis, yez are afther bein' a ghreat foighter-wid yer baron.
mouth," said Patsy.
So it ";as decided to lay on their arms the rest of the
"Yah, und dot is der vay you haf <lidded most uf your night ancl then begin the battle early in the morning.
fighding, Batsy Prannigan,'' retorted Carl.
The Liberty Roys knew it would not be possible 1.o do
·•Let's try Lo get lo the front," said Bob.
much if they lried Lo fight on horseback; so they led their
"We can't do it, Bob," said Dick; '•in the darkne5~, and hor"e" far i1p a hill to its top, half a mile away, and tied
where the road is ~o narrow and crooked, it will be im- thrm there.
possible for us to get iJa~t the foot soldiers without tram'"If we get the worst of the battle to-day," sa id Dick,
pling on them, and .that \\·ould not do."
I '"we will know where to find our 1101.,.cs, and <.:an come here
"Then let\ dismount and tic our horses," said Bob; I and gPt the111 and get a\ray."
•
"and then we can hurry forward and take part in the
"'l es, Lut ire m usln't think o1 getting the worst of it,"
skirmish."
said Bob.
"That's a good suggestion," agreed Dick.
"l hope that we may not get the wor~t of it. Bob: hul
So he gaye the order and the Liberty Boys dismountcJ it is wPll, alwayo, to look at both sides of the q ue:=:tion."
a:o.d tied their horses to the tree;; along the roadside.
"Yes, that's so."
·• X aw come along, boy;;,., saiJ Dick; "but you will have
'l'hc youths came back down to the road and lay down on
to keep out at the side of the road."
their blankets and got some sleep, but it did not ,;eem
They moved along as rapidly as was possible under the to them as . though they had much more than closed thei1·
circumstances. This was not very rapidly, however.
eyes before they were aroused and told to get ready to go
The crack, crack, crack of the musketry could be heard into battle.
toward the front, and the youths hoped that they would
They were up quickly, and had rolled up their blankets.
be. able to get there in time to take a hancl in the skirmish. Then they ate their frugal breakfasts and were ready for
They finally arrived on the scene, and found that the the fray.
.
encounter had taken place near a small stream of water
Thc:y asked Dick if he thought General Gates would let
Jmown as Sanders' creek.. The Liberty B(\vs, ragcr to them to go into the battle as an independent force, to arrn.r
fight, dashed to the front and confronted the British, who itself a!> it saw fit, and to work wherever it pleased.
advanced rapidly.
Dick said that he ~id not know, but would a8k General
"Stand firm, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick, waving his Gates if the youths wished. They said tbry did wish it,
sword in one hand and firing a pi~lol with the other; ancl :;o he went to the general and asked him if he might
"show the British what brave patriot ;;oldiers can do!" act independently with hi s Liberty Boys.
The Liberty Boys fired a volley at the approaching
"Yes," was the curt reply; "for all the g-ood you will be
British soldiers.
a blr to rlo, you might a~ Wf'll ;ir,t indepemlrntly af' an"
The other patriot soldiers retreated. howp,·pr, anll thr other way."
Youths were ordered to do the same, so the Liberty Boy:;
Dir·k fiu~hed, but simply sa icl, r111ictly:
:.,ere fon:ed to go back, much ..gainol lhci>· will.
l'I '.'uh you, ''''·"
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Then he wvnt back and told the youths that it was all 1 "This ha s been a disastrou s affair, Dick," said Bob.
right, and they were well pleased.
"Yes, it is a terrible disaster, Bob. The patriot army
Fifteen minutes later the battle begun.
is scattered to the four winds, so to speak. "
· The rattle and roar of musketry was soon beard on all i "You are right; I wonder what has become of General
~ides, and the deeper booming of the cannon adued to the 1 Gates?"
noise and confusion.
I "Hard to say, Bob; perhaps he is dead."
The attack was made by Virginia 1and North Carolina I "I saw Baron d~ Kalb go down, Di ck," said Bob, in a
militia, and they attacked trained and disciplined veteran I sad voice.
British soldiers--:or rather, tried to. They did not even
"So did I; he was unhorsed and fighting to the last."
know how to advance. properly, and became tangled up as I "Yes, be was a brave officer."
a consequence. Seeing his opportunity, the Briti sh officer, I 'rhc youths were mistaken about General Gates being
Colonel Web~ter, ordered a charge, and the British came J dead, however.
clown upon the patriot militia like an avalanche.
He was . not dead.
The shock 1ras irresistible. The Virginia militia threw
He was a fugitive, fleeing for his life.
down their musket::; anti :fled without firing a shot, and the
:\s ~apoleon was carried away' by the rush of the re~ortt1 Carolina militia did the same a few minutes later. lF'atin g troops at Waterloo, 130 1ra~ General Gates carried
Soon the patriot left flank was .a mob of men running a1rav in U1e rush of hi::; panic-stricken troop::; that day at
for life as best they could, and after them came 'rarleton, Camclrn.
the "butcher," who cut them down like sheep.
He did not ::;ucceed in extricating hi1m;elf from among
Colonel Webster then left Tarleton to look after the the fugitires until after a di stance or te11 miles hacl been
militia, and attacked the first Maryland brigade and slowly traversed, and then, realizing that tlw flisastcr was irreforcell it off Uw field.
parable, anrl that he cou Id not hope to get his army toThe seco.n d :Jlaryland brigade, however, was more sue- gether again, hr ~ccurcd a frc::;h hor~e and i:ode ca,;hvarcl
ccssful, and lwi(;c repelled the a::;sault of Rawdon·::;· troop~, as rapidly as pm;::;ible.
ancl then made 11 ~piri tell bayonet charge and broke through
He did not i:>top, save ·to cat and snatch a few hours
the British lin es, and r emained victorious on that part , of ,;Jeep, until he had rPached Hilbborough, iwo hundred
of the field till the reot of the uaUk WU ~ fought to a miles from lhe Sl'Cl1l' of U1r clisastrou~ balllc.
ilnish.
This i::; gi r en in hi story as being one of llie mosi di::;All this time the Liberty Bltys were busy.
astrous defeat:; sudainell by Jn am1y on lhe battlefield.
'l1 hey were with the ::;ccond .M aryland brigade, and did 'rhe patriot killcll and womH.lcd 111u..;l have been at least
grand work in helping thi s portion of the patriot army to one thousand, and at least tbai number of prisoners were
win a l'ictory; and a::; soon ao thi::; bad been accornpli~hcd taken. Seven piece::; of artilll'ry and l1rn thousand rnu,;- "
they went lo lhe assistance oI Lhc fir:;t brigade, and dill · kPts were captured. The British loss " "<1::i only a little
splendid wprk there al::;o.
more llian three hundred, and the majority of those were
At last they saw it wa ::; u seless lo trs to fight longer, killed by the ::1ccoml :i\laryland brigade, a::;si::,ted by the
and they retreated to where Llie secoml .Maryland brigade Liberty Boy::;.
h<J<l made il::1 ~land, aml the ·comnwuder of lhi::; force now
This practically ended the military career of General
ordered a rctrea l lo be begun.
Gates .
He wa s cen::;ured severely for ihc manner in which he
. \lthougl1 unuer lire from 1rebotcr'::1 men the soldiers
retreated in good order and made their c:;capc along a had conducted the affair, from first lo last, and he was
nano11 road whid1 ran towarcl the 1H~st, between the :;wamp ridiculed for his flight to Hillsborough. But as that
and the hill side.
point was not the place from which the state organizaThc Liberty 13oys accompanied U1esc ::;ok1ien; a rnilc, and tion was controlled, it was the proper place to go for the
then stopped and made their way to the lop of lhe hill purpo:;e of trying to organiie a ne11 army.
where their horse:; were lied.
The majority of people, howc\'er, thought that he should
ll crr lhr.r paused to rest and take account of lhc dam-, liavc remained in the vicinity of Camden and gathered his
army together a::; best he could, and the71 retreated lo
age that had IJO<•n clone them by Lhe redcoats.
'l'lt<•y [ound U1a t they had lost seven Liberty Boy::;, which H illeboroug11.
was not ,o bad 11hcn it is taken into consideration that: When he arrirctl at Hillsborough and reported the disthey had becu nearly everywhere OJJ the field of battle and a~ter at Camden the patriot officer::; of the state were
had r.\poscd themselves in almost a Teckless manner.
J aghast.
Dick and Bob, eager to get a l'i ew of the scene, climbed ! They did not know what to do.
j "Can we not get another army together?" asked General
treee and gazed around them with intcrcEt.
To the northward ancl eastward could be seen hundreds · Gates.
o.E soldier::;, both British ano patriot, . and the patriots: The officials shook their heacl s.
were simply running for theii' lives, while the redcoats i rrhey said that it wa:; very doubtful.
•
I
1
were cuttmg them down 1d1enev~'r one was overtaken.
; "\\Tell," said General Gates, doggedly, "I did the best
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They had hoped that the patriot army would lhra~ii
British army, and instead of this the patriots had '
The officials knew nothing contrary to this, and so did been ignominiously defeated and routed completely, scainot say anything. The truth was, however, that the dis- t tered to the four winds.
astrous result of the affair was due to General Gates' own
The question as to where they should go came up .
. mismanagement and lack of generalship-at least, so hisAfter considerable discussion it was decided that they
ttory says.
·
should go pack to the vicinity of the H ardy home an<l
go into camp.
, Tom Morgan said he knew of a splendid place for a
CHAPTER XI.
secret encampment 110t far from Mr. Hardy's home, and
so it was decided to start at once.
rrhey untied their horse~ ancl led them down the hill,
DI CK STARTS FOR CAMDEN.
goi:rig toward the west.
Half an hour later they came to a narrowJ winding lane
"What shall we do, Dick?"
"I hardly know, Bob."
leading through the timber.
Here they mounted their horses and rode away at a
"Shall we beat a retreat, the same as the rest of the
army is doing?"
leisurely gait.
"I hate to go a1vay until after I learn what fate has
They did not ride fast, £or they d.ia not know but they
might meet some of the redcoats a.t any moment, and
overtaken General Gates."
"Then you think of staying in the vicinity of · Camden they did not wish to be right on top of the enemy if such ·
a thing did happen.
awhile?"
They were an hour and a half in reaching the Hardy
"Yes; but it will be dangerous."
home, and here they were given a welcome that pleased
"So it will."
The triumph of ihe British will make them more ar- them.
rogant and overbearing than ever, and they will heap mMr. Hardy was SOfTY to hear the news of the disaster
dignities upon the heads of the patriot settlers."
at Camden.
"Yes; so they will."
.
"That is bad/' he said, -~J:iaking his head.
"While waiting to learn the fate that bas overtaken
"Yes, indeed," from Dick.
General Gates we can watch the Tedcoats, and may be
"Whut air' ye goin' ter do?"
able to do a gTeat deal of good in keeping them from doing
"We are going to go into camp near here and stay until
as they please with the patriot settlers."
we learn what has become of General Gates."
"Yes, for a little while. '11hey will soon learn that we
"D'ye think he he~ be'en captW'cd ?"
are in the vicinity, and will send out 'strong forces to
"Yes, or that he has been killed."
capture us ·or drive us out of the country."
"Waal, I don' see ez ye c'u' d do cnnythin' even if ye
"No doubt about tha.t; but we can stay until forced knowed he wuz er prisonerY
to go."
"We could at least try to rescue him,'' was th_e reply.
"I'm in for it; so far as I am concemed, I would like
"Yas, ye c' u'd try."
The t011e of t11e man's voice proved that he hacl his
a chance to strike the redcoats a few blows, to pay them
d0ubts regar{ling the youth's ability to rescue the general
for the day's work."
if he was a prisoner.
"So would L"
'"!'hey are going to make their camp on the hill up
Dick and Bob were- in a treetop watching t11e flight
yonder,
Mr. Hardy," said 'I'om Morgan, pointing to a
of the patriot ~oldiers.
"Do you really think that General Gates has been cap- hill nearly half a mile away.
"W aal, thet'll be er good place; et' d take night a-most
tured?" asked Bob, after a brief silence.
"I don't know, Bob; but we will remain in this part of a army ter git hin; envay frum thar."
''Yes, so it would."
the country until we can find out, if we can do so."
"We are going to ~;tay here as long as pos::;ible," exThe two remained in the treetop an hour, watching
the fleeing patriot:; ancl the pursuing redcoats, ancl then daimed Dick. "The British, now that they have beaten
our army and. sen it away routed, will overrun this part
they climbed down and rejoined their comrades.
of the country, and no home of patriots will be ~afe. \r c
"What did you see?" asked Mark Morrison.
wi;;;h to do what we can to keep them from robbing and
Dick shook his head sadly.
pillaging
at pleasure."
'"'.'fothing pleasant," he replied. "Our comrades are
:tlfr.
Hardy
shook his head.
in full flight, and the redcoats are after them. It is bad
"I'm
afeerd
ye kain't do much," he said: "thar's less'n
business."
er
hundred
uv
ye,
an' thar's a big army uv redcoats."
"Yes; a great disaster ha::; certainly overtaken the pa'"£rue,"
agreed
Dick; "bnt ' when we catch a small party
triot army."
of
a
redcoali:;
·off
to
itself w can make it hot for them."
The Liberty Boys were indeed sad.
\
I could, but the British far outnumbered my force and j

we could. not stand against them."
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"Likely ye may be able ier do lhet onct er twicet, an'
then, arter thet, ye won't ketch ther re4coats travelin · in
small parties."
"That is possible. Well, we will do the best we can."
Then the Liberty Boys made their way to the top of the
hill in question.
They looked around them and saw that it would be a
splendid place for an encampment.
' The top of the hill was almost level, and consisted crf
perhaps three acres of grounil, all timbered.
Form this top the descent was rather steep, thus inaking it a difficult matter for an enemy to make an attack.
.
"We could make a strong fight· here, Dick,'' said Bob.
"So we could; but I prefer that the redcoats do not
learn where we are."
The youths now busied themselves going into camp.
They thought it possible that they might be here sometime, and so they made things as snug and comfortable
as possible.
It was now past noon , and they ate what food they
had, and felt better.
They rested a couple of hours, and then several small
parties went out to secure provisions.
They went to the homes of pa trio~ and secured all the
provisions they could carry.

AND

GENERAL GATES

Suddenly there was the sharp crack of a rifle, and the
bullet knocked Dick's hat off.
Someone had fired at him from behind a tree at the
roadside.
Dick leaped off his horse instantly, and ran in the direchon from which the shot had come.
He saw someone running through the timber, and he
went in pursuit.
To his surprise he found that the person was a boy of
about twehe years.
He seized hold of the boy and brought him to a stop.
"Hello! Who are you?" asked Dick.
The boy faced Dick and looked at him defiantly.
"I'm Tom Ford," was the reply.
" Why did JOU shoot at me?"
"Because I hate the redcoats," was the prompt reply.
"Ah, you do, eh?"
"Yes."
"Why. do you hate them? "
"Because some of them carne to our house the other
day an' took everythin' we had, an' when father objected
they knocked him down an' kicked and beat him, an' h ~
is in bed sick yet."
"And so you shorildered his rifle and came out to get
revenge on any redcoat who happened along, eh?" with a
smile.

Those who remained in the encampment kept watch
"Yes."
io see if any parties of redcoats appeared in the vicinity,
" T don't blame you," said Dick; "but this time, if you
but none did.
·
had aimed a little bet er, you would have done a bad
1u1
vv 1en the pursuit of the patriot soldiers was abandoned thing."
11
Why so?" wonderingly.
the British doubtless returned to Uam den .
This was Dick's idea, at least. •
"Because I am not a redcoat."
Along towa.i:d evening he and Bob held a council.
"You ain't?"
"I am going to enter Camden to-night, Bob, if such a
The boy stared in amaze~ent, and with a look of cont hing is possible/' said Dick.
sternation on his face as well.
"That will be dangerous, old f.ellow,'' in a solicitous
"No."
voice.
"But ye\·c got on a British ~orm."
"'l'rue; I donned a. British yni!orm for a purpose."
"True; we must learn the fate of General Gates. It is
"Is
that so? \.~ell, I'm 4niglt!y:•glad that I missed you,
,
our duty to do so."
then!"
.. I suppose that you are right. '
'rhey talked awhile longer, and then Bob asked Dick
"So am I," with a smile..
how he was going to manage· the matter of entering the
Then Dick asked the boy where he lived.
Brifoih encampment at Camden.
"About a mile from here," was the reply.
"I am going to don a British uniform, Bob, and enter
"In what direction?"
in that guise."
"South."
Dick made up 1!is mind that it might be a good plan
"Ah, that is a good idea."
About five o'clock Dick secured a British .uniform from to go home with the boy, and leave his horse there. The
animal was a valuable one, and the Liberty Boy did not
a dead soldier, and by six o'clock was ready to start.
He told Bob to take command of the Liberty Boys dur- like the idea of leaving it tied out in the timber.

ing his ausence, and the youtb said that hr would do so.
"I might be detained in Camden " he thought; "or
.\ few mi1rntes later the young captain of the Liberty might even be captured, and then my horse would suffer."
Boys mounted his horse and rode away in the direction 'o f
So he suggested to the boy that they go to his home
(\nnden.
together, and the boy was delighted.
He rode at a gallop until he was perhaps half way to
"I will be glad to have you come, now that I know you
Camden, and then he slackened the speed to a walk, as are not a redcoat," he said.
he wae in no hurry to reach the British ei:icampment.
While they were retracing their steps to the road Dick
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told Tom Ford who be was, and the boy was more pleased I ·• 'N" o; he \Va.; stubbori1, an<l declare<l that he had no
lhan ever.
money.''
"I have heard about you," he said. "The redcoats that
·· \Vhat di<l you do, then?"
robbed our home .and used father so roughly said that
'' l tied him up and searched for the money, but did not
they had encountered your Liberty Boys."
find it."
"Quite likely they told the truth, for we have had brushes
''That was too bad,'' said Dick, in a well simulated to1ll:
with a number of parties of redcoats during _ the past of ~ympathy.
week or so. "
"Yes, I had my trouble for my pains."
They reached the road and found Dick's horse standThe soldier had fallen ·in alongside Dick at once. <lll1 '
ing where he had stopped when the youth leaped off him they continued walking onward while talking.
to go in pursuit of the person who haCl fired the shot.
Dick was turning the affair over in J1is mind.
Dick climbed into the saddle and rode along, the boy
He woi1dered whether this would be a good thing for
•
walking by bis side.
him, or whether it would not.
Ten minutes later they arrived at the Ford home.
It might make his entrance tnto the British encamp'fhe house did not stand right by the road, but was back ment easier and safer, he decided, finally, and so he ma<le
from it a hundred yards or so.
up his · mind to make no attempt to part company with
They led the horse to the stable and into it, and un- his companion.
,
bridled and unsaddled him, and gave him some ieed.
They had gone perhaps three-quarters of a mile when
'·You will take care of my horse until I come back, suddenly eight or nine men leaped out from the road~
'rom ?" asked Dick.
side and seized them.
"Yes; you may depend upon me to do that."
The two struggled with all their might.
"Good!"
They did not know who their assailants might be, of
They went to the house, then, and Tom introduced Dick course, but the instinct of self-defense was sufficient to
to his father and mother, and to his sister Jessie, a pretty make them put up as strong a fight as possible.
girl of about seventeen years.
1'11ey were too greatly out.numbered. however, and were
Mr. Ford was suffering as a result of the rough treat- speedily overcome.
ment that had been given him by the redcoats, but he
"Brina 'em erloncr" said one of the men. when the two
did not complain.
.
had suce~mbed an<l t»thcir arms had bN'n hou nu. ·•We'll
.. : am gla_d that I am ~li_ve, he saia, philosophically. show 'em how ter come ter peeple's houses an' dra\r pistols
. Dick ~emamed there until it w_as dark, and then he bade , an' carry things with er high han' !"
the patriots gobd-.by a~d took ~ts ~eparture.
,
'l'he two were half led, half dragged through the timber.
H!' walked rapi<lly m the duectwn of Camd~n._
and half an hour latei: 1 t11e party arrived at a house. standlt was not so dark but what one could sec d1stmctly, ing in a clearing.
and suddenly a man stepped out from the edge of the
"\trh .1 · · th 1
h
I
l"ttl
h.1
'"
· b b d ·
th .
d
d ·d.
,
~ y, t us is
e p ace w ere was a i e w 1 e ago.
tim er OT enng
e :roa , an sa1 .
·
d
th
d
t
·
1
"Hello comrade ' W,li~.,: haf e t3i~lll ~tli'\'- ('
. 1exc a1me
c re coa .
,
.11 l<U . <) • I"' I\ ri I" I t
"Yas, this is ther place," said the leader of the party:
"an' we are goin' ter make ye wusld ye hedn't b"en
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CHAPTER XII.
DICK

FDrns 1-

CO:\fPANION.

Dick saw that t11e newcomer had on a red uniform,
it being possible to ·distinguish color, and so he knew at
once that the fellow was a rcdcoa t.
"Up in tlie country a ways.'' replied Dick, promptly.
'·Where have you been?"
"Oh, I\·c been doing a little foraging on my own hook,"
was the reply; ·•I was with a party of soldiers day before
yesterday, and we robbed a house, and I suspected, from
the actions of the man, that he had money hidden somewhere. I went there, leveled a pistol at his head, and or.
dered him to tell where the money was."
"Did he tell you?" with assumed eagerness.

.

"N'o."
"You couldn't make him do so, eh?"

heer~"

The two were taken into the house, and then Dick
learne_d that his companion had not told him all that had
happened at the place. The fellow had become so angry at
the refusal of the patriot settler to tell where the money
was hidden that he had pounded him over the head wit.h
the butt ot a pistol until the victim had fallen to the floor
senseless. Then he had taken his departure.
It happened that a. party of neighbors had been out
searching for the child of one of their number 1.hat had
stmyed away and got lost, an<l they had come to the hou~e
and found the woman trying to bring her husband to.
'l'hc~' had left one of their number to help the woman
and llfld then hastened away to get ahead of the redcoat.
As has been seen, they succeeded.
They had expected to find only one redcoat, but had
found two, and this gave them all the more satisfaction.
I
'rhe settler who had been l eaten over the head with the
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threatening, and was conducted to a tree about seventyfive yards from the house.
They tied him to the tree, with his face toward it, after
removing his coat. They had brought ·Dick along.
"I.don' know as we wull lick ye," said the leader of the
party; "but et may do ye some good ter see us lambast
yer comrade; ef so be's ye hev enny thoughts uv doin' enny
harm ter patriots, ye may think et over an' change yer
min'."
"I have no intention of harming any patriots," said
Dick.
"Thet may be ; et'll be er good thing fur ye, ef ye don'
do ennythin' uv ther kin'."
Then the spokesman turned to one of the men and
said:
"Take er good switch an' begin work."
The man took up a switch and began laying it on the
back of the redcoat vigorously.
The fellow stood the punishment bravely for awhile. He
was pretty gritty, and did not cry out. .
Presently groans were wrung from him, however.
"I thort we'rl bring sum sounds outer ye purty soon!"
said the spokesman, grimly. "How d'ye like et, ennyhow ?"
"I'll have the life of every one of you to' pay for this,"
half groaned the victim.
awe'Jl hev ter resk et," was the reply. "Lay on ther
switch, Jack."
The man did so, and 'the redcoat groaned and twisted
in his efforts to evade the switch.
The men gave the victim a good thrashing, but as the
switches were not heavy ones the damage was not severe;
it was painful, but not of a character to be lasting.
At last the leader said the man had been whipped
enough, and so the flogging 1eased. "Now whut d'ye sa'.y ter ·givin' this heer other redpoat
a few licks?" sajd <,m~ q.f. the nieri.
.
They talked tlie matter over, and finally decided not to
do so.
"I guess he·hez seen enuff so thet he will be keerful whut
he does ter patriot in future," said the spokesman.
So they led the two back into the house.
The redcoat was groaning and threatening, but ceased
when told to do so by the leader of the party of settlers.
He feared he might be taken out and given another
dose of the switch.
While the men were discussing the matter -of what should
be done with the prisoners Tom Ford put in an appearance.
He had come over to borrow some cornmeal, and when be
saw Dick his eyes opened wide.
Dick gave him a meaning look and a shake of the head,
however, and he did not let on that he had ever seen Dick
before.
•
When the cornmeal had been given Tom he started to
go, but motioned to the leader 0£ the party of settlers, and ,
\
the man followed him out of doors.
boy."
\~
The redcoats was led out \f the ~ouse, protesting and
"W~ut d'ye want, Toi?". was asked.

pistol butt lay on the bed, his head bandaged up. He was
conscious, but was suffering a good deal of pafo.
The men who had captured Dick and the redcoat now
asked the woman which one of the two it was that had
injured her husband.
She pointed to Dick's companion.
"So you are ther one, hey?" said the leader of the
party of men, grimly.
"Yes, I'm the one; but if the fool had told me where
his money was hidden he need not have got thumped over
the head."
"Oh, I s'pose not," sarcastically; "I reckon ye think
thet he had orter giv' ye all his munny without enny words
about it, hey?"
"Yes," was the sullen reply.
"Waal, we think et er leetle bit diffrunt, hey, b6ys ?" to
his comrades.
"Ye bet we do!" in chorus. ·
Then the spokesman asked the woman if she had ever
seen Dick before. Of course the settlers did not suspect
that the Liberty Boys was not a readcoat.
"No; I hain't never seeJ him afore," replied the woman.
"W asn~t he yer pardner in this beer bizness ?" the
spokesman asked, addressing the redcoat.
The fellow shook his head.
"No," he said; "he wasn't with me, and he had nothing
to do with the affair at all. I happened to come up with
him on the road, and we were walking along together,
that .is all."
"Wall, thet's luck fur him."
Then the speaker turned to one of his companions, and
said:
1" Go out in ther timber an' cut erbout a dozen good stout
switches."
The redcoat paled.
"What are you going to do?" he asked, a slight quaver
in his voice.
"We're gain ~ter give ye er taste of switch-oil, ye skoundrel," was the reply.
"See here," blustered the redcoat, putting on as bold a
front as possible; "if you fellows dare to do that it will
be as much as your lives are worth."
"W'y so?"
"Because I am a British soldier, and my oommander
will send a force out here, and you will every one be seized
and hanged!" .
The settler did not seem to be greatly alarmed.
"He'll do thet, anyhow, I reckon, if he feels 'like et,"
was the reply; "so we wull have ther satersfackshun uv
givin' ye er good lickin'."
Presently . the man who had gone to cut the switches
came to the door, switches in hand.
"Heer ye air," he said. "Bring ~her victum out, an
we'll gi' 'im er good thrashin'-wun thet'll remind 'im
uv t.her wuns his da-ddy usf)d ter giv 'im when he wuz er
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"I wanted to tell you that that other fellow in there is meant it when he .said that if he got hold of you again iie
would hang you."
a patriot," said the boy.

"I don't doubt that; but I won't let him get holJ uf
me."
The boy told him.
They reached the road presently, and then they 'walked
"Waal, waal ! And so he is Dick Slater, eh? I'm
.
.· ·
moughty glad thet ye told me, Tom. Wc'll m.anage ter 1 faster.
turn him loose without ther other feller knowin' uv et, I An hour later they arrived at Camden, and Dick bad no
difficulty in entering, owing to the fact that he was with
~o he kin go on down ter Camden ter clo his spy work."
the redcoat.
He parted with the redcoat as soon as they were in the
town, and went to an old shed and lay down and went to
sleep.
CHAPTER XIII.
H e was •1p before daylight, and when the camp began to
GETTING AFTER THE REDCOATS.
stir he was on the street.
He began ma'king inquiries, e:autiously, at once, and it
This man called the others out into the kitchen, two or did not take him Jong to learn that General Gales had not
three at a time, and told them what Tom had said about been captured. Neither had his body been found on the
Dick being a patriot, and after some consideration it was battlefield.
decided to let the real redcoat go at the same time that
"'ihen he must have escaped," thought Dick; "well, as
Dick was permitted to do so.
that is what I came here to find out I may as well get away
The leader of the party of men said to the redcoat:
at once.".
"Ef ye'll prommus ter not come back heer an' bother
Presently he saw a force of redcoats getting ready to
us enny more we'll let ye go."
start somewhere, and he asked one where they were going.
"And what if I don't promise?" sullenly.
"Four or five miles up in the country," was the reply ;
"Then we'll keep ye er pris'ner, an' give ye er lickin' " some scoundrelly rebels tied one of our comrades up to a
cv'ry day till ye do prommus."
tree last night and whipped him, and we are going up there
"All right, then. I promise."
to settle with them."
•
Di'ck ; ''tl1at i's l'l'ght . ''
'' Al1 ' yes ' '' ti-a·d
er
•
keep
ter
"Thet's senserble,· I s'pose ye a1·r ::01'n'
l
J
~
At the same time he said to himself t hat he must get
prommus ?"
to the :Ford hom e, mount Ms horse and get to the Liberty
"Of course."
"Becos, if ye air thinkin' uv not doin' so ye hed better Boys' encampment and bring back the Liber ty Boys to the
change yer min' . Ye see et's thi.s way : Ef ye sh'd come vicinity of the threatened settl ers· bo' .ie;:; before the redback hecr with ther intenshun uv doin' us some damage, coats could get tllere.
This would require rapid work, but Dick felt that he
an' we sh'd git holt uv ye-ez we mought do, ye knowwe'd hang yer ter er tree without enny sairimony ertall." was equal to it.
He coolly and quietly walked out of the encampment,
"Oh, I won't bother you any more."
- With this the prisoners'' arms were unbound, and they passing the sentinel with a nod and a pleasant "good-morn1
ing," and then walked slowly onward until he was out of
were told that they could go.
sight around a bend in the road.
They lost no time in doing so. ·
Then he darted away on the run.
'rhe redcoat was eager to get away, and Dick did not care
He had no time to lose.
to remain for fear soniething might be said that would inHe ran on and on.
form his companion of the fact that he (Dick) was not a
He was so accustomed to exertion and outdoor work and
redcoat.
So they set out through the timber in the direction of life that he was able to keep on running steadily.
He went to the Ford home and told Tom that a force
the road.
of British were coming, and sent Tom to warn the paDick's companion muttered threats as they went.
" I'll have revenge on those scoundrels if it is the last triots, while he rode on to the Liberty Boys' camp. He
told them to get ready, which they did, and set out for the
thing I do in the world," he said.
"Well, I don't know that I would want to bother those Ferd home.
They were not long in reaching the Ford home, and as
mf'n any more," said Dick.
it was only about three-quarters of a mile to the home of
"Why not?"
the man ivho had been beaten into insensibility by the
"Because they are dangerous."
"That may be; but if you had been tied up to a tree and redcoat the night before Dick decided that i~ would be best
whipped like a negro slave you would :want revenge, the to leave their horses near the Ford home and proceed on
foot.
~ame as I do."
This was done, and when th.ey got there no redcoats were
"Perhaps," was the reply; "but you must remember that
I
you are taking the risk of . losing your life. That man found.
"Haw d'ye know?" the man asked.

1
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·'They haven't got here yet," :;aid Dick; "I thought that
This was Dick's opportunity, and he ordered the Liberty
in all probability we would get here ahead of them. This Boys to charge.
is good, for it enables us to get in ,;hape to receive them."
They obeyed instanl.ly.
They charged straight toward the redcoats, giving vent
"That's so," agreed Bob.
·'Do you think they will come here first?" asked Mark as they did so to their baltlecry:
}lorrison.·
"Down with the king! Long live liberty!"
This ·was sufficient to arouse the redcoats, and they
"I think it likely."
Dick stationed the youths in the best possible manner turned and fled at the top of their speed.
"Fire, Liberty Boys!" cried Dick .
•md then went away on a scouting expedition.
The youth s drew their pistols and ii.red a volley after
"I will try to get a sight of the enemy," he said; "if the
redcoats are coming this way it will be all right, but if the fleeing redcoats and dropped several.
"Keep on going!" ordered Dick. ''Don't stop!"
they should be beaded toward the home of some other paThe youths answered with cheers, and dashed away m
Lriol then I will hasten back and let you know."·
"Well, don't wander too far away, old fellow," said B\)b; pursuit of the redcoats..
The British soldiers scattered, however, and so the chase
,, anu don't let the redcoats gobble you up."
was presently abandoned.
"~ever you fear for me, Bob. 1'
Dick hastened away.
_
The Liberty Boys then made iheir way back to the house
He went in the direction of Can1den, and was sure that and freed the patriot from his bonds.
ht? would meet the enemy before he had gone far.
•
He thanked them earnestly, for he realized that they liad
Ile was mistaken, however; he went nearly a mile and saved him from haviI\g to undergo a terrible ordeal. 'l'he
had not seen any signs of the force of British.
redcoats would have whipped him to insensibility, without
He began to think that it had gone to some other patriot a doubt.
home, instead of the one where the LibeTty Boys were,
and so he hastenea back.

Just as he got the1·e Torn :F ord came running up, and
said that the British force wa · at the home of a settler
lrnl[ a mile' away.
"<luide us to the place, Tom!" c1•ied Dick.
The boy 1rnstened away, and the Liberty Boys followed.
It did not take them long to reach the patriot's home,
auJ they found that they were just in time. The British
~oldiers had tied the settler to a tree and were just getting
ready to give him a whipping with switclres.
Tho enemy's force was fully as str011g as that of the
Liberty Boys, and so Dick did_ not dare try to force it to
surrender. There was only one thing to do, and that was
to open fire and disperse the British in this manner.
It seems like a pretty bard thing to do, to -fire into a
party of men in this manner, but it was war time, and in
war all is fair. To take the enemy by surprise is a stroke
of strategy and is considered the height of geirnralship;
so the Liberty Bovs did not hesitate.
I
"
They leveled their muskets at the word from Dick and
fir d a volley right into the midst of the British.
The volley was fired deliberately, after the youths had
}akC'n careful aim) and at least fifty o.f the redcoats went
do\rn. dead and woundeci.
The Liberty Boys were all dead shots, and it is doubtful
if a single bullet was wasted. The damage would have
hcen much greater had 1t1e youths all been able to choose
different targets. This they were unable to do, however,
and maby of the redcoats went down with tw-o or three
bullets in their bodies.
The volley had come so unexpectedly that the redcoats
were for a moment paralyzed with horror. They stood
still and stared in the directi~n from which the shots had
come.

\

CHAPTER XIV.
A GAME OF RIDE AND SEEK.

"Well, Dick, we whipped 'em!"
"So we did, Bob! "
"Yes; we not only whipped them, but we killed and
wounded nearly half heir number."
"I judge that is true." .
'rhe Liberty Boys went and took a look at the British
soldiers who were lying all around.
It was found that thirty had been killed, and twentytwo were wounded.
"We will bury the dead as ~oon as we have looked after
the wounded," said Dick. '
The latter were carried into the settler's house and placccl
on blankets spread on the floor.
Then the Liberty Boys dressed their wounds as best
they could, after which they borrowed a spade of the settler
nud dug graves an<l buried the dead redcoats.
This was quite a task, but was fini:;hed at last. Nothing
more had been seen of the redcoats who had run away.
Dick had kept guards stationed, for Ile feared that the
British soldiers might Rlip back and fire upon them while
they were engaged upon this work.
The Liberty Boys remained in the vicinity of the home
of the settler, for they felt sure that the British would be
back with a stronger force sooner or later.
About -the middie of the afternoon Dick and. Bob, who
were out scouting and reconnoitering, caught sight of a
British force coming.
It was a mile away, but they saw it from a hilltop, and
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they realized that they would have to look out for themselves, for it was a strong force, at least three hundred
soldiers being in the party.
They looked at cach other questioningly.
"What shall we do, Dick?" from Bob.
"I hardly know, old fellow."
They looked at the approaching force again for .a few
moments, and then Dick said ;
"I have a plan, Bob.''
"What is it?"
"\Ye will make a detour and get in behind the redcoats
and strike them from the rear."
" That is a good scheme, Dick!" eagerly.
"Yes, I think ~o; we will strike thrm and then get away
a quickly as possible, and while they are looking for us
behind them we will make a detour am1 gel ba9k here,
mount our horses, and get away."
The two hastened back to where the Liberty Boys were
and told them what was to be done.
The youths were delighted This was just in acco rdance
with their ideas.
'J'hey started at once, and rnnrchcd as rapidly as was
possible.
They made a detour and came around. and got behind the
British force.
Then they moved forward rapidly and drew closey and
eloser to the British.
Of course the redcoat s were watching in frcint. 'J'hcy
<lid not think of such a t_hing as that thcr<:> wai; dang,rr
in the rear.
This made it possible for the Liberty Boys to get closr
11p to the enemy wilhont being discovered.
.\t last they were in proper position for effective work,
arid Dick gave the signal to fire.
The Li berly Boy;; obeyed.
They fired a volley from their mu skets and then two
from _their pistols in quick succession.
This done, they whirled and clarted away. and were QUt
of musket shot distance very quickly.
The redcoats '"ere i:rnde very angry by this sudden and
unexpected attack.
'I'hey had not been looking for anything of the kind.
The \"\'.Orst of it 'ms that they had IOf;t c.1 num her. killed
and wounded .
About two hundred of the British soldiers entered the
timber and went in pursuit of the Lioert~1 Boys-or they
supposed that they were pursuing them.
The fact was, however. that the Liberty Boys had made
a detour and got around the redcoats, and were hastening away tmvard the north.
'rlwy arrived at the point where their horse~ were tied,
and, mounting, they rode n mile or 130, and then dismounted and watched for the approach of tlie British.
It was an hour or more before the redcoats came in
sight.
, The Liberty Boys decided that it would be safe for therri
to hold their position until the enemy was with]n musket1

shot distance, when they could fire a volley, mount quickly
and get away. So this plan w11s decided upon.
This was done, and the Liberty Boys succeeded in firing
a volley that did considerable damage, and then in getting away in safety.
The British and.Liberty Boys played a game of hide and
seek during the rest of the day, but never once did the redcoats get a chance to inflict damage upon the youths.
This made them very angry, and they were determined
to get at the rebels sooner or later.
Whe~ evening came they went into camp, and they were
very careful to place out a double row of sentinels. They
were afraid that the youths niight slip up and pour a volley
into their midst as they sat in camp.
The Liberty Boys would hnve done this very thing 11ad
the British not been s_o cautious. As it ..,yas, they had to
remain in their own encampment nnd do nothing save
spend the night in sleep.
As they were tired, howevrr, the rest and sleep did them
good.
The work of the day before was the beginning of a great
game of hir1r and seek, played by the redcoats and the Libc:rty Boys.
A nurnbrr of parties of British soldiers came out from
Camden tO assist in the sea~ch for the elusiYe Liberty Boy~,
and it went on merrily.
'fhr rnuth,: managed to .jrikc ihc British several blow~,
un<l onre or twice they were firer1 upon by the ·redcoats.
and one of their numbrr was killed and several ·wcrr
wounded.
'.J'he youths had been driven farlher and farLher a.way
from Camdrn 1 but they aid no! mind thi~, as it did not
matter where they were. 1\nu -.;o long as they could keep
the redcoats bu. y looking for them there was no danger
that they would do m11e:h damage to the pa1riot settlers
of the vicinity.
On the fourth day after the begginning of the great
game of hide and seek Dick and Bob, wf10 had climbed to
the top of a huge tree, caught sight of a large British force
:i mile away.
They looked at it a few moments, and then Bob exclaimed :
I
"Hello, Di ck ! '£he r.edcoats are coming in the other direction!"
"You are right, Bob ; I 1rondcr what it means?"
"I don't know; it wonlcl look as though they have given
up the idea of trying to catch us."
"You are right, and J believe that all the forces that
have br<'n up here cha~ing us are there, togetller."
"Ye5; that sccms.lik~y. It looks like an army almost."
"I dol\'t understand it.''
"Neither do J ; save that it may be that they have grown
tired of the game ,of hirle anc1 seek and have decided to
get back to Camden."
"I hope that such is the eµse.''
"So do I.''
J
"Let's follow and watel them, old fellow."
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"Very well."
They follo~\·ed the British army a couple of miles, a'nd
then, feeling sure that it was really headed for Camden,
they went back to where the Liberty Boys were and reported the fact to their comrades.
Some of the youths said they were glad, others said they
were sorry. The latter claimed that they had enjoyed the
game of hide and seek, and there is little doubt but what
this was the case.
The youths mounted the horses and followed the British
army.

It did not stop, save to eat dinner and rest an hour,
until it reached Camden, and the Liberty Boys paused a
-mile north of the town to watch the enemy and await developments. Having their horses in readiness, they knew
they could escape easily, if it became necessary to do so.
There was nothing in the actions of tne redcoats in Camden to indicate that they intended to come forth in search
of the Liberty Boys, however, and so the youths went into
camp that night on top of a hill a mile from the town, defermined to remain and see what happened.
Next morning they were treated to a surprise.
They saw the British breaking camp and marching away
toward the south.
"They are evacuating the town!" exclaimed Dick.
"So they are," agreed Bob; "I wonder what it means?"
"Impossible to say."
They watched until they saw that the entire army bad
gone, and then they climbed into their saCldles and rode
into town.
The citizens stared at the Liberty Boys in wonder.
"Where have .the British gone?" Dick asked of one of
the men.
The man said he did not know.
He declared that the soldiers themselves did not know.
They had been ordered to get ready to march, and had done
so, and that was all they knew about the matter.
"I guess that they have started for Charleston, Dick,"
said Bob.

"It .is likely," was the reply.
The y uths remained in the town all day and that night.
Then, feeling sure that the British had gone for good, they
began to figure on their own course of action.
"I don't see that there is anything to accomplish by
our remaining in this part of the country," said Dick;
"the British have gone." .
"That's the way it looks to me," said Bob; "I think
that we had better look for some new field of operations."
"Yes; I feel, however, that we have done .considerable
good here."
"Oh, yes; ~o doµbt- abg~that" ...
They left the tO\vn 'ancf rode northward to the home of
Mr. Hardy. ~opi.Morga~ird the other Home Guard boys
· t , an d th e you th m
. ques t·ion
Were w1'th th e·'L.b
1 er t y B oys- ye
suggested to Dick that they all stop at his house and have
a big feast and a dance.
'
"We can have a barbecue," be said; '(and we will smooth
\

.

I

cff a large place out in the yard and have a great time
dancing. It will be a good way to end up your work in
this part of the country."
"That's so," said Bob Estabrook, quickly and eagerly;
"let's do it, Dick."
'l'he other youths were eager, and so Dick promptly acquiesced.
"We need a little rest, anyhow," .he said; "so we will go
to Tom's home and spend the rest of the day and night,
and then to-morrow we will set out for Hillsborough, where
I think we will find General Gates."
Tom and several more of the Home Guard yovths set
out and went to the homes of all the patriots in the vicinity,
and invited the young folks to come there that evening to
the barbecue and dance.
Tom· hunted up J~ffers, the fiddler, also, and made him
promise to be on hand early.
Then the Home Guard Boys rode back to Tom's home,
and soon after dinner preparations for the barbecue were
begun. A certain number of the Liberty Boys were to attend to this work, while some others smoothed off a stri11
of ground in the front yard, to be used as a dancing place.
A large fat steer was killed and put to roast, and by six
o'clock was done to a turn.
The youths and maidens for several miles around had
put in an appearance by this time, and soon afterward all
ate supper.

An hour later the dancing begun.
Jeffers, the fiddler, stood near the front door of the house
and played, and three sets were being danced in the house,
while six were being danced out of doors.
This made things lively, and the young folks certainly
did enjoy themselves.
Next day the Liberty Boys bade good-by to their friends
in the vicinity and rode away toward Hillsborough. Tom
Morgan went with them and· remained with the Liberty
Boys until the end of the war, when he went back liome
and married Jessie Ford, to whom he was engaged when he
joined the Liberty Boys' company.
Thus ends the story of the Disaster at Camden.
0

THE END.
The next number (169) of "The Liberty Boys c,f '76"
will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AT Blf\NDYWINE; or, FIGHTING FIERCELY FOR FREEDOM,"
by Harry Moore.
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392 General Sherman's Boy Spy; or, The March to the Sea. BY'(t~n'l . 428 The Dead Shot Rangers ; or, The Boy Captain ot tl
fenders. (A Story of the American Revolution.) ~ a
Jas. A. Gordon.
A. Gordon.
3 93 Sam Strap, The Young Engineer; or, The Pluckiest Boy on the
429 Lost In the Grassy Sea; or, Three Years In the S 3!).
Road. By Jas. C. Merritt.
km
Capt. Tho~ H. Wilson.
394 Little Robert Emmet; or, The White Boys of Tipperary. By
430 Tom Porter's Search ; or, The Treasure of the Mo m e
Allyn Draper.
ar
·
,
.
Montgomery
R.
Richard
395 Kit Carson's Kit ; or, The Young Army Scout. By An Old Scout.
396 Btyond the Aurora; O•', The Seat·ch for the Maguet Mountain. 431 Through Smoke and Flame; or, The Rival Firemen cf
37
By Ex-Fire-Chief Warden.
lly Berton Bertrew.
dy
397 Seven Diamond Skulls; or, The Secret City of Siam. By Allan 432 Exile No. 707 ; or, The Boys of the ~'orgotten Mine.
Russia and Siberia.) By Allan Arnold.
Arnold.
1
m
Tb
or,
;
Ridgely
Fort
of
Scout
Boy
The
Blade,
Steel
433
Schools.
Riverdale
of
Boys
398 Over the Line: or, 'l.' be Ric)l and Poor
tt.
of the Sioux. By An. Qld Scout.
By Allyn Drnper.
Way
His
Working
or,
P.resldent;
to
Engineer
From
434
!\founthe
<lt
Riders
Wild
399 The Twenty Silent Wolves; or, The
C. Merritt.
tains. Hy Ri chard R. l\Iontgomery.
400 A '°'l'W York \'forking lloy; or, A Fight for a Fo~tuuc. By How- 435 Lucky Luke ; or, A Bright Boy's Career In )VaU Street 46
ffi
ard Austin.
~~~to~
Ow
401 Jaf' k the Juggl er; or, A Boy's Search for His Sister.. By H. K. 436 The Ilrlnce of the Prairie ; o.r, T.U Boy
Sb acklefwd. ·
An Old Scout.
40:.l Little l'au I J oMs: or, The Scourge of the British Coast. . By 437 Her.man, the Boy Magician; or, On th
Capt. 'l'b os. H. 'Yilson.
$how. By Berton .,Bertrew.
403 ~lazeppa JSo. 2. the I;oy Fire Company of Carlton; ·r, Prucky 438 Tom Barry of Barrington; or, The Ile
No. 4. j 64
·
Work on Lauder and Line. By Ex-l•'ire Chief Vl:~rq,e1t.
[
Chief Warden.
404 'l'l.Je Blue l\fa sk or, lcighting Against tbe Czar. _ ~~ Jl.ruold.
(A 439' The SRY of Spuyten Duyvll; '"• The Hoy With a ChllY
40~ lJ1 ck, the Apprenti ce Boy; or, Bound to be an E ~Lnecr.
}.
By 1.>en. Jas. A. Gordon.
Story of Railroad Life.) Dy Jas. C. Merritt.
Yankee Boys Among the Kaffi1·s; or, The Se:i.rc 6 '
40G K!t Carson, Jr., Ir. tbe Wild Southwest; or, The Search for a 440 Two
Solomon's Mines. By AIJyn Draper.
Lost Claim. Ry An Old Scout.
40• 'l."l.J e Itivals of Round Top Academy; or, Missing 'l;om School. 441 The Arctic Crusoes; or, Lost at the World's End.
Austin.
lly Allyn Draper.
442 Rob Ralston's Run ; or, '.fhe Perilous Career of a Bo
408 J ack ;\Jason's Million; or, A Boy Broker' s Luck In Wall Street.
By Jae. C. Merritt.
By II. K. Shackleford.
443 Jack Dacre's Dollar, And How He Made it Grow.
409 The Lost City of the Andes; or, The Treasure of the Volcano.
Shackleford.
( A Story of Adventures in a Strange Land.) By Rich~:~ .;u. Mont- 444 The Boy Fire King; or, Barnum·s Brighte~t
•
gomery.
Bertrew/
410 The ltapidan Rangers; or, General Washington's Boy Guard. (A 445 Fearless Frank, '1.' he Brave Boy Fireman, And
Story of the American Revolution. ) By Gen'!. James A. Gor-·
·
Jj'ame. By Ex-Fire-Chief Warden.
don.
446 Under the Black Flag; or, The Buried
411 "Old Put"; or, The Fire Boys of Brandon. By Ex-Fir\) Chief War·Isles. By Capt. Thos. H. Wilson.
~~
447 The Rise of Ii:ddle Dunn; or, The Boy
By Allan Arnold.
412 Dead Game; or, Davy Crockett's Double. By An Old Scout.
413 Barnum's Young Sandow ; or, '£he Strongest Boy in the World. 448 Little Lariat, The Boy Wild-Horse Hunter; or, Th 1
Rider of the Staked Plains. By An Old Scout.
By llerton Bel"trew .
414 Halsey & ('o. ; or, The Young Bankers and Speculators. By H '. K.
Shackleford.
41t> AIT~os~nl~. ~~?f:o:n_or, The Dashing Boy Harpooner . By, Capt.
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THE STAGE.
THE B YS OF N E W YORK EKD MEN'S JOKE
ntaining a grea t var iety of the latest jokes used by the
1 end men. No amat eur minstrels is complet e without
ul little book.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUl\IP SPEAKER.a varied assortment of stump speeches, Negro, Dut.:h
Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amuseamateu r shows.
TilE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
!!] BOOK.-Somethin~ new and very instructive. Every
d obtain this book. as it contains full instructions for oran amateur minstrel troupe.
MULD00N'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Mu ldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
copy immediately.
. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR-Containing comtructions how· to make up for various characters on the
gethe." with the duties of the Stage :.'\Ianager, Prompter,
tist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage l\Ianager .
. GUS WILL!Al\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latanecdotes nnd funny stories of this world-renowned and
ular Verman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
ve1· containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No: 31. H<;">W T O BECOME A SPEAKER.-Oontalnln r to\11'>
teen illustra tions, giving the different positions requiaite to becomi
a good speaker, reader and elocu 10nist.. Also containinr rem11 fl'Oll'I!
a.ll the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, arranced in the mcllt
s1r1ple and concise manner possiole.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving rules for conductlllli ~
bates, t•utlmes for. de~ates. qu!!s ·ions for discussion, and ~~ ~
sources for procurmg nformat1on on the questJon1 riven,

"'

SOCI TY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtation &ll'll
fuHy expl~ir:ed by this little book. Besides the various methods ott
ba.r.<lkerch1ef,. fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it ooim·
~ams a _full list of the language a 1d sentiment of flowers, which 1!11
m.t erestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happ~
without one.
. ~o. 4. H_OW .To . DANCE Is the title of a new and handsom:i
httie book JUSt issued by !~ran k Tousey. It contains full lnstruotions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parti
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all populal:' 1qu11W1
dances.
No. ~- H<;)W- TO n~J':E {.O~~~omplete guide to lo'f
1 and etlquei:'i
court~h1p antl iha !f'i itg'el""!di. tin~J se ·
not '!11!;,oJ
to be observed, with many <!urio'u lid i
...
~ ·'
•
~\r, J;;'.U/ J~l
erally known.
II tsatructlon In ft,t"I
No:· 17. HOW T()\ .n.HIJ S~ ,
ti i:i
glvlnf
abroad,
art of dressing and appearing wel a .8tt ff
selections of colors, material. and how to have thtm matle up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One .,f tilltl
H O USEKEEPING.
brigh.test and. most valuable little books ever rln11. to the worl ,
. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wIShes to know how to become beautlf11l, both malt a11'1
ctions fo1· constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and alruost costleu. R ead thl. !!-Ill'>~
-:y, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become bP.Jrntiful.
t home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub-

~mi~tlilr.za

~4

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

u•

, HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW '.rO KEEP BIRDS.-HandsomtlJ lllustrate4 uil
training of ll
r evel' published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management
of
kinds
all
and
cakes
e, and oysters ; also pies, puddings,
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, bla,•kbird, paroq)l_et, par.rot, t.tc.
.A..M~
PIGEONS
· nd n grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
POULTRY
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS,
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Bandsomelr iUY<'.P
. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Urofraw.
y, boys, girls, men and women ; it will teach you hott' to
No. 40. HO\-V TO l\IAKE AND SET TRA.Pl!.-Includlnc b!11a~
ost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to CTttch moles, weasels, otter, rat•, 1Q•lrrels and Dirt.<;>,
cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. :DJ J. Harrlnl$il
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMA.LS.-Jti
. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions In collectinr, preparlnr, mou.uthi.q
·
of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
• with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PZ'l!.'8.-Glv!n cow-ilfifty
over
Containing
D.
,
M.
pl::l
M.,
k
George Trebel, .A.
plete information as to the manner and method of raising,
ns.
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pet1 • also givlnr tu
. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- ~nstructi.ons for m:ikin~ cages, etc. li'ully explai12<11d by twoent:r·iiil~ full directions for ma!dng electrical machines, induction 1llustrat1ons, makmg it the most complete book f>i< tb11 1:-"l'!l!. ;:.
namos, nnd many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published._
•
R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOU S.
7. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Contalning a
111ection of instructive and highly amusing ele trical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-I u1ef11. snr&
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemlatry , 11.l1c. -.~.
with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
perimcnts in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, cb~mlatry, and <fa~
rect~s for making fireworks, colored fire11, and ru ballooH. ·r_ ·
ENTERTAINMEN T.
cannot be equaled .
. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-B y Harry bopk
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY -A compltt. hand. :iook r 11
y. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading making
all kinds of candy, ice-cres.m, syrups, essencH., etc., etc
k of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi·
No. 19.-FRANK 'l'OUSEY'S UNITEJD STATJllJI DIS'IA.NC!I
ery night with his wonderful imitations) , can master the TABI,ES,
POCKET COMPANION ANP' GUIDJ!l.-Givlnr, t Ill
create any amount of fun for himself· and friends. It is the official distances
on all the railroads of the Unli:t4 Stitte~' il4l
book ever pnblished. and there's ·millions (of fun) in it.
Also table of distances by water to forelp port~ hr.di
0. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada.
in the principal cities, reports of the censu1, etc.1 et<: .. m t:i~
luable little book just published. A complete compendium fares
one of the most complete and hancly books publlabea
s, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it No.
38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOOT011 - ~ 11rlllt.
or or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
derful book. containing useful and practical li:!:i~.o.•tlon n
than any book published.
,,;1.,.,eut• common t o 1l'e1'91
. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases i:..,,i
for rener'!I. OM!?.•
ontaining the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and efl:ecu ve l"t!Cipe1
plaints.
~on, croquet. <lpminoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.--&9•
6. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Con taining all
taining valuable information regarding the collectinc and arrsnrtl!!ifl
ing conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches of
stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
ty sayings.
58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old Klnz B~"
2. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little theNo.
world.-.known detective. In which he lays dowil. som£ valtdi.lii'i!:i
ving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Cribsensible rules for beginners, and also relatH 1omt ft.d"Hlltlil!alll
asino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and
of well-known detectives.
Pitch, All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences
60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER -Oonta!ria.
6. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containin g o>er three hun- ingNo.
information regarding the Camera and how to work IU
teresting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A also useful
how to make Photographic .Magic Lantern Slide1 and ~tr.m
e book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Ttan"sparencies. Hand.;omely illu•trated. By Captain W. Dt - .
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A. WEST POINT MILIT.ililm
·1S. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It CADET.-Containing
full explanations how to gain admittu1
at life secret, and one that every young man desires to know course of Study, Examinationa,
Duties, Staff of Officer-a, P
ut. There's happiness in it.
Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy 11hM"
3. HOW TO BERA VE.-Contalnlng the rules and etiquette Guard,
a Cadet. Compiled a~d writtoen by Lu Senarellt, a11Uiim
society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be
"How to Become a Naval Cad~t."
to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of No.
TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Oomplete D
HOW
63.
clrawlnr · room.
structions of how to ~ain ll<L..-iissiOn'.to the Annapol11 Nad
Academy. Also contaimng the courae 'of Instruction, de.crlJtllGZ!·
DECLAMATION.
27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and build!nge, historical sketch, aDd eveey-tbh11 a q
alnl:ng the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to bee ;ne an officer In the'•Urilted Statu Na!J. lllllli
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect piece111, together piled and written by Lu Senaren1, author flf "Bow a 1llienlBI ~
'
West Point Military Cadet.~
u 11tandard nadlng1.
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PRICE . 10 CENTS· EA.CH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Ad.dreg FRANK TOUSEY9 Publisher, M Union Square, New YorlL

THE LIBEBTY · BOYS

A Weekly Jlagazine containing· Stories of tbe American Revolution. '
By HARRY MOORE.
\" ~ V
These stories are based on actual facts and give a fai thfu)
accou nt of the exciting adventur es of a brave band of Americall
youths w-h o were al~a.ys ready and willing to imperil their live1
for the sake of h elping alonf the gallant cause of Independ ence,
Every number will consist o 32 large pages of reading matter
bound in a beau.t iful colored cover.
LATEST

ISSUES:

00 'J.'be Liberty Boys' Guardian Angel ; or, The Beautiful Maid of the
Mountai n.
'll The L!berty Boys' Br11ve Stantl: or, Set Back but Xot Defeated.
92 The Liberty Boys "'l'Feed " ; or, .wai•m Work in the Tail '!'Imber.
03 The Liberty Boys' Dare ; or, Backing the British Down.
!14 The Liberty Boys' Best Blo.ws; or, ~eating the British at Benning·
ton.
!l5 'l'he J.lbei·ty Boys In New Jersey ; or, Boxing the Ears of the Britisb Lion.
OG The Liberty Boys' Daring_; or. t\ot Afraid of Anything.
07 The Libe rty Boys' Long Mareb ; or, Th e Move that Puzzled the
British.
O~ The Liberty Boys' Bold Front ; or. Hot Times on Harlem H ei ghts.
99 'J.'he Liberty Boys in New York; or, Helping to Hold the Great
City.
100 'l'he J,lberty Boys' Hig Risk ; or, Ready to Take Chances.
101 'J.'he Liberty Boys' Drag-Net ; or. hauling the Hed coats In.
102 'J.'he Liberty Boys' Lightning Work; or, Too Ltast for the British.
103 The Liberty Boys' Lucky Blunder ; or, The Mistake that He lped
Them.
104 The Liberty Boys' Shrewd Tri Gk: or, Springing a Big Surprise.
105 The Liberty Boys' Cunning; or, Outwitting the Enemy.
106 'l'he Liberty Boys' " BllJ Hit"; or, Knocking the Red coats Out.
107; , '.rhe Libe rty Boys " Wild Irishman" ; or, A Lively Lad from
. Dublin.
108~• he Liberty Boys' Surprise ; or, Not Ju s t What They We re LookIng For.
JO!l The Libe rty Boys' Treasure; or, A Lu cky Find.
1! r : :•be Liberty Boys in Trouble ; or, A Bad Run of Lu ck.
1:.. t . '.be Liberty Boys' Jubijee ; or, A G1·eat Day fort.he Great Cause
112 'L'he Liberty Boys Cornered ; or, " \Ybi cb " ay Shall We Turn?"
113 The Liberty Boys at Valley Forge; or, Enduring T e rrible Hardships.
114 The Liberty Boys Missing ; or. Lost in t he Swa mps.
115 'l' be Liberty Boys' Wager, And How They Won It.
llG 'l'be•Llberty Boys Deceived ; or, Tri cked but Not Be1·'.en.
117 The Liberty Boys antl the Dwarf: or, A Dangerous Enemy.
118 The Liber ty Hoys' Dead-Shots; or, Tile ·o eadiy Twelve.
119 The Liberty Boys' League ; or. The Country Boys \Yho H e ipPd .
120 The Liberty Boys' Neatest Tri ck ; or, How the Redcoats were
Fooled.
121 The Liberty Boys S~ande d; or, Afoot in the Enemy 's Country.
122 The Liberty Boys in the Saddle; or, Live·iy Work for Liberty's
Cause.
123 The Liberty Boys' Bonanza : or, Taking Toil from the T ories .
124 The Libe rty Boys at Saratoga ; or, The Surren der of Burgoyne.
12 5 IThe Liberty Boys and "Old Put."; or The Escape at Horseneck.
J 26 The Liberty Boys Bugle Cail; or, The Plot to Poison Washingto n.
127 The Liberty Boys and "Queen Esther" ; or, The Wyoming Valley
Massacre.
128 The Liberty Boys' Horse Guard ; or. On the High Hills of Santee.

129 The Liberty Boys and Aar<in Burr ; or, Battling for Independ·
ence.
130 Th e Liber ty Boys and the "Swamp li'ox" ; or, He lping Marion.
131 'l'h e Libe r ty Boys and Ethan All~n ; or, Old and Young Veterans.
132 The Liberty Buys and the King's S)jly; or, DW!mond Cut Diamond.
133 The Liberty Boys' Bayonet Charge; or, The Siege of Yorktown .'
134 'J.' be Libe rty Boys and Paul Jones; or, The Martyrs of the Prison
Ships.
135 The Liberty Boys at Bowling Green; or, Smashing the King's
v
Statue.
1 36 Th e Liberty Boys and Nathan Hale; or, The Brave Patriot Sncn
137 The Liberty Boys' ~' Minute Men" ; or, The Battie of th
·
Pens.
138 The Liberty Boys and the 'l'r.a itor :::or, How 'l'bey Handl e~
coat
Red
the
1 39 The Liberty Boys at Ye llow CJ·eek; or, Routing
140 'J.'he Liberty Boys and General Greene; or, Chasing Cornwa
141 'J.' h e Liberty Boys in ' Richmond; ,. ot; 1'' ighting Traitor Al
142 The Liberty Boys and the Terdble Tory ; or, Beating 1
Man.
143 The Liberty Boys' Sword-Fight; or, Winning with the E1
Wea pons.
144 The Liberty Boys in Georgia; or, Lively Times Down Soi
145 'l'be Liberty Boys' Greatest 'l'rlumpb ; or. The March to y
146 The Liberty Boys and the Qu aker Spy: o r, 'l'wo of a Kindl
1 4 7 The Liberty Boys in Florida: or, l<'il-{hting Prevost's Ar1r
148 The Liberty Boys' Last Chan ce ; or. Milking the Best of
140 The Liber ty Roys' Sha rpshooters; or, 'l'he Battle of t he
l i\O The Liherty Boys on Gual'd; or , Watching the ELemy.
1;;1 The Libe rt y Roys' Strange Guide; or , the Jlfysterious Mai•
1 52 The Libe rty Boys in the Mountains: or, Among Roug h I
1 :J3 The Libe rty Roys' Retr ea t: or, in the Shades of Death.
1.il4 The Libe rty Boys and the Fire Fi end : or, A New Kind of I
Hi5 Tb e Liber ty Boys In Quake rtown ; or, Making 'l'hlngs Livi
l'hiladeiphi a .
156 The Liberty Boys an d the Gypsies: or, A Wonderful Surpr
157 Th e Liberty Boys' Flying Artillery; or " Liberty or Death ."
158 Th e Liberty Boys Against the Red Demons: or, Fighting t:
dian Rai ders .
l 59 The Libe r ty Boys' Gunners; or, The Bombardment of l\Ionr
160 '!'h e Liberty Hoys and Lafayette; or, H elping t he Yo ung l
General.
161 The Liberty Boys' Grit : or , The Bravest of t h e Brave.
162 The Libe rty Boys at \Yest P o int : or, H elping to Watch th 1
coats.
163 The Liberty Boys· Te-rribic Tussle; or, ir 1gbting to a Finish.
16 4 'l' he Li be r tr Boys and "Light Horse Harry" ; or, Chasing
British Dragoo ns.
16 5 The Liber ty Boys in Camp; or. 'Vorking tor " ' ashington.
16 6 Th e Libert.y Boys and Mnte Ma rt; or, The Deaf a nd Dnmb Spy,
16 7 Th o Liberty Roys At. Trenton; or, t.he Gren.test Christ mas e ver Kn
16 8 The Liberty Boys a nd Genera l Gates: or, The Disaster at Camden.
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